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Pleqsen Sir, I Wqnt Some More:
A Review of lhe Lilerqlure of
Acquisitions, 1990

Kqren A. Schmidf

The literature of acquisitions for 1990 is reaieued. A highlight is the large
number of articles conceming aendor interaction and serial sentice fees. A
res'urgence of interest in education for acquisitions li.brarians on an intema-
tionalleael is eaidmt. Theliterature of acquisitions d.emonstrates acontinued
grouth in definition in all aspects of the profession.

"Please, sir, I want some more.",,,
"Mr. Limbhns, I beg your pardon, sir!

Oliver Twist has asked for more."
"For more!"...
"That boy will be hung . . . I know that

boy will be hung."
Charles Dickens,

Oli.oer Twist, Chapter 2.

flcquisitions wants more. Stuck as it is
betwein the crunch of the economy and

ago, there was no year's work in acquisi-
tions article written for LRTS. Acquisi-
tions, for all intents and purposes, did not
exist. Two literature review articles, one on
serials and one on collection development
and presewation, contained some in-ciden-
tal ieferences to acquisitions. Serials
librarians throughout the United States
seemed to be wa'tching the elimination of

literature of 1990 reflects this.
A note about the literature ofacquisi-

tions in 1990: a good portion ofthe work
represents summaries from conferences.
A6quisitions is having itself some very ftne
conferences these da;n: the College of
Charleston Conference is known through-
out the profession for its stimulating and
freewheeling discussions, and the North
American SJrials Interest Group meetings
are not far behind in reputation. Sharing

the gror,r'th of collection development, it
cannot help but want more: more educa-
tion, more appreciation, and more profes-
sional responsibility. Iong ago and far
away, acquisitions meant buying trips to
Latin America and stops at The Strand to
send home some real ffnds for the oollec-
tion-not that these jaunts would neces-
sarilybe made bythe acquisiUons librarian.
Today acquisitions means loohng critically
at the deals made with vendors, scrutiniz-
ing publishers'promises, sharing as much
information as possible about policies and
procedures, andwishing for more of every-
thing.

In 1980, scarcely more than ten years

KAREN A. Scnulor is Acquisitions Librarian, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Invited paper received and accepted for publication March 22, 1991.
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ture of acquisitions could be strengthened
by more scholarship and less reporting.
The 1990s will surely ftnd the rlght bal-
ance.

It should also be noted that the editor-
ship of a core acquisitions jo:urrral, Library
Acquisitions: Prac'tice U Theory &APTI
has changed hands after {ifteen years.
Scott Bullard, who really raised a baby to a
fine young adult, has moved on to other
pursuits, and acquisitions librarians now
lind fepf read! for another spurt of
growth under the guidance of Carol
Hawks. It is a tribute to acquisitions librar-
ianship and literature that LA?T has devel-
oped and will continue to grow with such
strength.

AUToMATIoN

"Something of a mind-boggling experi-
ence," Alley calls it, describing the Baker
& Tavlor B&T Link svstem that allows a
library to 'see" the Biker & Taylor stock
and guarantees delivery of any title in that
stock. This svstem and others in various
stages of development represent a major
change in library acquisitions in this coun-
try. The ability to provide, with some high
measure of confidence. a needed title iria
remarkably short time is changing the way
acouisitions has done business for the past
de6ades. While the advent of the uendor-
library electronic link will not change the
relationships, it does alter the atmosphere
in which we work. Pritchard describes the
benefits of electronic ordering systems and
discusses the present capabilities and ways
inw%owch these systems should develop.
As these electronic communications sys-
tems develop further, new twists are being
tried, as deicribed by Kelly. Rather thai
having the library query the vendor
database, Kellypresents aprocess inwhich
the vendor dials into the library mainframe
to communicate, with a resultant lowering
in communication costs.

A description of a fully automated
acquisitions system, inclu&ng the levels of
autbmation ind the goals lhat may be

achieved, was given by Mclaren at the
Charleston ConTerencd. Hawks describes
how audit transactions might be affected
by automation, using the installafion of the
Innovacq system at ihe Ohio State Univer-
sity Libraries as a backdrop. The North
American Serials Interest Group (NASIG)
meeting in Claremont, Califomi4 pro-
vided an opportunity to discuss, among
other items, serials automation from plan-

vendor and a serials agent might want to
exchange and a discussion of the need for
agreed-upon standards for exchange of
eiectronii information. At the 1990-Con-

library system, and Robson described the
automation efforts in a multiWpe consor-

idation. The value of using an in-house
program for automating acquisitions ac-

"ou-nung 
is presented 6y Marshalek and

Gottwald.

MANAGEMENTAND
OnceivzerroN oF AcQUrsITIoNs

Many of the costs of running technical
services areas are unknown to the average
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effectiveness of the process, while at the
other end of the acquisitions-processing
spectrum, Marcia Anderson discusses the

investigated by Gasser and Deeken. They
suggest that more and more medium-sized
libiiries are dissolving the distinctions
between public and tech'nical service work.
A_general ovenriew of acquisitions work is
offered by Schmidt (C).

In other articles addressing acquisi-
tions management, Kruqer (A) provides a
very readab-ie overview o]fthe stite of seri-
als acquisitions, and Green compares the
administration of serials procedures in
libraries in the United States and Great
Britain. Bids and contracts are highlighted
in two pieces from the Charleston Confer-
ence (Clark andWinters, Heather Miller).
The acquisition of agricultural materials,
including sources for approval books and
general 

-agricultural 
bo^oi<s and serials, is

provided by Elder and others. Also from the
Charleston Conference comes acknowledg-
ment that preservation ofwhat we acquirels
becoming ever more critical to libraries

Two articles on fund acrounting and
acquisitions budget management are pro-
vided by C"{$li and Kirger (B). I{oth
authors-discuis accountin! techniques,

with Cargill focusing on monitoring and
Kruger highlighting the importance of a
rational accounting system. Schenk dis-
cusses accountability and recordkeeping
responsibilities that icquisitions librariari
must deal with.

Vrr.non llrrnnecrroN

By far the largest contribuUon to acquisi-
tions literature in 1990 was on the subiect
of vendors and vendor interactions with
publishers and acquisitions librarians. Fol-
lowing on the heels ofthe general concern
over ierials pricing, seriils subscription
charges account for the majority of these
articles.

Deserving of the most credit for bring-
ing this issue to the fore is the gentleman
with the quaintly alliterative name, Ber-
nard "Bluzzt" Basch, who identifies the
need to differentiate between the "deoart-
ment store" vendors and the "bonti!rr""
vendors. Basch advises libraries to look
closely at their serials service needs and
determine which services are the most crit-
ical. He also provides advice on how to
neqotiate service charges in a rational and
inf6rmed manner (Baich and McQueen).
Tonkery and Merriman provide similar
advice and make projections about the
future of service fees in a workshop pre-
sentation recprded by Merr;nnan. Mad-
dox's overview ofthe work ofa *boutique"

vendor highlights the need to develop a
partnership between vendor and library,
while Ivins (C) notes the need for both
large, department store vendors and small,
boutique vendors. Barker (B) provides a
thorough and insightful discussion of the
concept of unbundling serials sewice
charges.

Order consolidation is the topic of An-
derson's discussion of howone liLrarycon-
solidated its serial orders with a iingle
vendor. McKinley (B) classiffes types of
serial orders and suggests the moit-effec-
tive ways to identi4, the best serial vendors

One topic at the Charleston Confer-
ence on Acquisitions in 1989 was the issue
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of buying direcdy from publishers. Over-
viewi olthese presentaiions were made
available h LAPT and include Lassner's
discussion of the publication and market-
ing policies at Gale Research, Inc., a pub-
lisher that has actively targeted the library
market. Farrell provides the vendor per-
spective on direct purchase, noting that
circumvention of the library-vendor-pub-
lisher system creates problems in the over-
all health of the system. Phelps (B) looks at
the labor-intensity of ordering directly
from publishers instead of workinq with
the veirdorAvholesaler and concludis that
direct purchase is often too costly an enter-
prise in labor.- 

A formulaic approach to vendor evalu-
ation is gwen by Kflu, who reviews a study
conducted at the State UniversiW of New
York, Fredonia, library to determine the
relative performance ability of four of its
major vendors. In an interesting twist,
Zergner describes a new sort of vendor
evaluation. in which the vendor evaluates
a library acquisitions departmentt overall
performance. The survey, sent to nine ven-
dors, enabled one department to focus in
on its strengths and weaknesses.

Vendor mst. selection. and evaluation

dini discusses the relative performance of
approval plans from a vendor perqpective.

EDUcATToN FoR AceursrrroNs

A topic has reappeared in the literature of
acqr-isitions attl *a. the object of a signif-
icant number of articles in 1990. The topic,
education for acquisitions, generated
seven articles coveriirg much of ihe world,
from Papua New Guinea, to South Africa,
to the United States. Evans describes the
provisions that have been made for acqui-
sitions and collection development courses
in Papua New Guinea, concluding that
more work in this area is indicated. Two
countries on the African continent, Ghana
and South Africa, are investigated by
Alemna and Nassimbeni respectively.
Both authors concentrate more on collec-

tion development than acquisitions and
agree that education in these areas is hin-
dered by socioeconomic problems that
a.ffect education in general. G. E. Gorman
and Kent each addless the education of
acquisitions librarians in Australia, in
reports from a workshop in Melboume in
t9'89. Gorman had pr6viously identified
some specificconcems, and his 1989pres-
entation discusses progress made and calls
for the establishmeht oTaworkingparty on
acquisitions. Kent provides a general over-
vi& of the l989'Melbourn"e workshop.
Hollendert &scussion of acquisitions edu-
cation in Poland begins with the caveat t-hat
busy readers might be well advised to $ve
up bn the readilng of the article, since so
hlde has been don'e in this fteld. Historicd
development and changes in acquisitions
education in the United States are the top-
ics of Schmidt's discussion (B).

Sorrwenn AcQUISITIoN

Procuring software for a library collection
presents i unique set of problbms for the
acquisitions librarian. Licensing agree-
ments, use restrictions, and ownership
questions are among the issues that acqui-
sitions librarians are facing in acquiring
software. Ogbumt discussions of elec-
tronic and software acquisitions provide
the seminal articles, describing as they do

procedure is the topic of Nissleyi (A) sur-
iey report of twe'nty-five libiaries. She
points'out the need ?or establishing rou-
tines for this type of material, rather than
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gives an overview of the different hnds of
materials with which acquisitions librari-
ans have to deal.

PUBLISHING

Publishing, one of the most important
aspects of acquisitions librarianship, often
has been overlooked in the past several
years. The literature of acquisitions in 1990
has made significantprogress in mahngup
for this dearth of information. The world
of mergers, acquisitions, and antitrust law
is discussed in real-world terms by Hannay
(A, B), an attorney whose inteiest is in
making certain libiarians understand the
potential dangers of monopolization with-
in the publisling industry.in another dis-
cussion of the legal world of publishing,
Krebsbach reviews the regulations that
govern publisher-library relations and dis-
cusses the American Library Association
and American Association of L"* Librar-
ians'committees that foster good relations
with the publishingworld. The quality and
accuftrcy ofpublisher advertising are dis-
cussed by Axtmann, while Kingsley and
Berwick delineate the problems libraries
experience with publisher invoices and
billing procedures. One way in which pub-
Iishers and vendors gather information
about library needs, through a mechanism
called focus groups, is discussed in a forum
edited bv Clack and Riddick. For librari-
ans, thii discussion of marketing tech-
niques is an enlightening look at the work
both publishers and vendors put into
meeting library needs. Five chapters by
Flanagan, Melkin, Brown, Stevens, and
Campbell in the text Undcrstanding the
Busiiess of Library Acquisitdons prorlde a
thorough grounding in the fundamentals
of publishing for librarians.

Selecting the appropriate material from
the vast array ofpublishing each year is the
topic of a discussion by Freeman andWin-
ters, who point out the problems associ-
ated with the academic award system,
which requires publishing, and the wa;n in
which libraries contribute to the situation.
Publishing is not fundamentally different
in otherparts ofthe world, as evidenced by
Geoqge Miller's review of the publishing in-
dustry in Indonesi4 although differences in

socioecpnomic factors make acquisition of
this material by foreign countrieJ very dif-
ftcult.

Our-or-Pmwrlxp
REPLACEMET.IT AceuIsITroNs

Acquiring out-of-print and replacement
items for the library collection can provide

organizing replacement and out-of-print
wo*rk, baied 6n successful acquisitioh of
this material in a large ARL library. The
idiosyncrasies of serial replacement orders
are the sublect of Piones-sa's article, which
also Iooks at fulftllment rates for serial
replacements. The Thor Power Tool Com-
pany decision is the basis for a discussion
Letween a serial back-ftle vendor and two
librarians. Lower print runs have been
reported because ofthe Thor Power Tool
nrline, which changed the way publishers
coul{ devalue theii stock. Tie librarians
discussed the differences in success rates
when ordering replacement serial issues
from a bacldist vendor and from the pub-
Iisher (McKinley, A).

Out-of-print acquisitions is the topic of
Landesmai's informative work. Ftlesch
deals with second-hand books in Australia"
as well as publishing and acquisitions in
Australia arid New Ze-aland in general. Tips
for dealing with the second-hand market
are offered bv Miletech.

The newest development in out-of-
print acquisitions is the development of
electronic databases to link library want
lists with second-hand dealers'stocks. Two
viable systems became available in 1990,
the Aritomated Bookman (Chernofsly)
and BookQuest. Both s)'stems hold com-
puterized listings of desiderata and stock
and match the buver and the seller.

Grrrs eNo ExcHANGES

It can be expected that more attention will
be focused on gifts and exchanges as
library materials budgets continue to
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plummet and publishing costs rise. The
responsibility a library has toward its
donors is the topic of an article by Marsh
(A). She sets forth Internal Revenue Ser-
vice regulations affecting charitable non-
cash gifts made to a library and suggests
administrative policies for handling gifts.
In asimilarvein, White, Morgan, and Gor-
don &scuss income- and estate-tax oppor-
tunities and how to use tax requlations to
solicit contributions for librariei. 'Iwo thor-
ough overviews ofgifts and exchanges are
presented by Barker (A) and Mae Clark in
chapters in two monographs.

Foreign libraries also rely on gifs and
exchanges for collection development. The
librarvif the Universitv of Ghina. suffer-
ing from severe ftnancial dif{iculties, relies
heavily on exchanges and gifts and its case
historv is detailed bv Kedem.

The claiming of exchanges is the topic
of a study by Fairbanks, who dispels the
notion that exchangejournal titles demand
more claiming than subscription titles. Fair-
banks found'iow claim rates for domestic
exchange titles and high rates for foreign
titles.

ETHIcS

An entire issue of The Acquisitions Librar-
ianwaa devoted to legal and ethical issues
in acquisitions (Strauch and Strauch, B).
The majority of the articles contained
therein have been noted elsewhere in this
review because they addressed some other
particular aspect of acquisitions. Two oth-
ers are treated here. Coffey (A) examines
the basis for an ethical relationship be-
tween vendors and libraries. He notes that
even though there are few cases offlagrant
violations of ethical standards among the
library communiW, this does not ind-"icate
that ihere are nb problems. He makes
some recommendations for establishing an
ethical environment within the library.
Goehner interviews both librarians and
vendors to establish a philosophy ofethics
for acquisitions librarians, and Marsh (B)
discusses paFment ethics, providing prac-
tical advice on how acquisitions librarians
should interact with the for-profft sector.

In a completely different vein, Bazir-
jian uses the ethical theories ofKant and

ot-hers to questionthe basis forthe practice
of discar&ng library materials. While it
may seem the author uses a very large
hammer to crack a very small nut, Bazirjian
makes some very interesting points about
the librarian's need to maintain objectivity
and to establish competency.

MoNocRAPHS

Acquisitions has never been replete with
monographs on the topic. During 1990,
one title appeared, and another devoted a

and Tomorrow, by Gorman and Associates,
includes ftve chapters devoted to acquisi-
tions and covers acquisitions issues in sev-
eral other chapters.

ELEcTRoNIC ConuuNtc.ttIols

The end of 1990 was marked bythe advent
ofan electronic newsletter directed espe-
cially at acquisitions librarians. ACQNET
was'develoied and is edited by Chiistian
Boissonnas at Comell University. The news-
letter &scusses all aspects of acquisitions,
from vendor selection and suggestions to
comment on American Libraqy Association
c\cmmittee business to management issues.
Another electronic newsletter] Na psbtter on
Serials Prici.ng Isszlas, is of somewhat less
interest to the acquisitions librarian, focus-
ing as it does on the state of serial publish-
ing and its economics as it affects libraries.
Finally, an electronic bulletin board,
SERIALST- is edited bv Pamela Bluh of
the Univeisity of Ma#land and relays a
wide range of questions on serials, includ-
ing both icquisitions and cataloging.

CoNcr,usroN

ofthe acquisitions conferences that attract a
divene group of librarians, the proliferation
ofjoumals specialDing in acquisitions issues,
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Ours Should Be lo Reoson Why:
Descriplive Cotologing
Reseorch in | 990

Joy H. Lombrechl

The descriptioe cataloging literature of 1990 reaeals a relatiaely settled
discipline. A selection ol aiicles and books on the theorg and general practice
of descriptioe cataloging, the treatm.ent of materials in special forms, auto-
mation, autharity control, retrospectiae conoersion, and the rob of catalog-
ers is rersiewed. The literature sugests that researchers are answering
questions related to how descriptioe catalnging i,s performed, but few are
askinguhy catalogers d.escribe uorks as they do.

fvrnooucrroN

The descriptive catalo$ng literature of
1990 reflects the concems of a relatively
settled discipline. Descriptive cataloging is
practiced on items that are produced in a
limited number of forms, and no new
forms have had a signilicant impact since
computer ffles became a common me-
dium. Principles that were deffned a cen-
tury or more ago, and 'uvhich were based on
even older bibliographic practice, form the
basis for current desdripUue cataloging rules
that are continuously or regularly revised.
The publication of a compilation of Anglo-
American revisions in 1988 seems to have
eliminated the need for (or temporarily
destroyed the collective appedte for) sub-
stantial additional changes. To the extent
that automation and bibliographic utili-
ties have become commonplace, the re-
cording ofdescriptive cataloging data for
the great majority of publications has
become routine.

These circumstances provide an ideal

JAY H. L,\MBnEcrrr is Catalog Librarian, University of Illinois at Chicago. Invited paper received
and accepted for publication March 22, 1991.

opportunity to reexamine the effectiveness
ofdescriptive cataloging practice in its var-
ious parts and to expand knowledge and
practice beyond the borders ofthe routine.
The published research of 1990 reveals
that idmirable attention is being paid to
various segments of descriptive cataloging
practice and makes valuable addiUons to
our understanding ofthe cataloging ofless
common materials such as archives and
conference proceedings.

A settled discipline also can be a com-
placent &scipline, and it is difficult to
review the descriptive cataloging literature
of 1990 u'ithout noting its limited focus on
core issues. In a period of economic
retrenchment in libraries, some library
administrators are serious advocates of
"cataloging simplification." The ability of
descriptive catalogers to control the scope
and depth of the simplification process
mav be limited bv their inabilitv-to cite
rec'ent empirical lesearch on thJvalue of
recording illustration statements and
dimensio-ns, employing square brackets, or
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recording descriptive data elements that
online public catalog users never see.
\4/hi]e we note and celebrate t]re achieve-
ments of the descriptive cataloging literature
of lgg0, we need to consider the qgency of
the questions it does not address.

THEoRY AND GENIERAI- PRACTICE

The theory of descriptive cataloging was
advanced in 1990 by studies of the prog-
ress of universal bibliographic control, the
needs ofusers and the reflection ofthose

second edition, 1988 revision (AACR2R),
and their use combined with new or revised
cataloging manuals to yield improvements in
the literature of general cataloging practice.

Universal bibliographic control is the
ultimate uirn of all catalogers who describe
bibliographic items in a network environ-
ment.ah-e larsest nehvork is one envisioned
decades ago 6y international planners, in
which a worldwide system makes biblio-
graphic data on all publications issued in
all countries promptly available in a stan-
dard form. Roberb describes the objectives
and progess ofthe International Federation
of Library Associatiors and Institutions'
(IFL'{.) UBCIM (Universal Bibliographic
Control and International MARC) Pro-
gramme andsuggests anumberof areas in
which further research could be per-
formed to help the program reacli its
objectives. Cochrane concludes that uni-
versal bibliographic control still is far from
reality, especially for developing countries
and in the area of autlority control. The
initial mst of universal bibliographic con-
trol is enormous and is borne largely by
national bibliographic agencies. The Brit-
ish have attemoted to shift some of the
burden of cataloging to publishers, and
Dempsey considers the possibility that new
structures and new standards may be neces-
sary to speed cataloging and sewe the needs
of a broad range ofusers. Svenonius, in an
essaythat is onlypartially devoted to descrip-
tive cataloging, acknowledges the cost con-
siderations that drive cataloging practice.

She decries the lack ofempirical research
to guide catalog c,ode design and points to
arex in which more research needs to be
performed. Gorman urges changes in'eeCnZn 

and MARC to i-cknowled-ge the
changes that automation has brought to
descriptive cataloging. He believes that
the concept of thle irain entry and the
distinction between a heading and a refer-
ence have been subverted and that
descriptive catalogers need to admit and

catalog, but archival control techniques are
made acceptable for use in library collec-
tions. Orbach discusses methods ior rnak-
ine photogaphs and other still images
urriitit t" through the catalog. She describes
six critical feati:res of visuJ materials that
require special consideration, considers the
functiors ofthe descriptive catalogingrecord
for photographs, and describes tools that

of the outcome, this work places the prob-
Iem in a valuable theoretical context.

Five articles considered AACR2R as it
delines general Anglo-American descrip-
tive cataloging practice. Swanson consid-
ers choice and form of access points with
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mining_the limits of the title proper and
concludes that a cataloger's- judgment
sometimes is vital even in making this
apparently routine decision. Macc-aferri
considers the signiftcant difffculties in

and devoted to the full range of cataloging
and processing procedures. Piggott limiti
her manual to consideration of descriotive
cataloging as outlined in AACR2R

Examination of the theory and general
practice of descriptive cataioging-as ad-
dressed in the ht6rature of lSgdreveals
that we have made further progress toward
an understanding ofhow tb catalog. Peter
S. Graham's article on defining quality in
cataloging states that r.ve have not done
enough to quesdon why we describe bib-
liographic works as we do. He asks which

results. This is fertile ground for the
researchers of 1991 and b"eyond.

M,rrenr,lrs IN SpEcrAL Fonus

(A) considers the essence of the biblio-
graphic unit that is a serial, while Glasby
places serials cataloging rules in a historical
context dating back to the writings of
Charles Amrii Cutter. Catalogin! of
changed serial titles under latesi(rither

history of the controversy surrounding uni-
form iitle access for serials, while Vt"ering
considers the costs and beneffts ofrevert-
ing to latest-entry practice. In an article
thit will help to do'cument the history of
this movement and the direction of serials
cataloging practice in the late 1980s, Wil-
liams examines the trends and develop-
ments of serials cataloging in 1988.

Other research on serials cataloging
published in 1990 aimed in new &recti6nsl
Evans considers the imminent integration
of the variety of MARC formats-into a
single format and elucidates the impli-
cations of integration for serials cataloging.
Cole promotes the kev title. which is con-
structtd according'to internationally
accepted guidelines, as a preferable alter-
native to the uniform title main entry of
Libraqy ofCongress guidelines. Van Avery
considers the relative merits ofrecatalog-
ing and retrospective conversion ofserials,
while Zotova's focus is on the cataloging of
serials in Bulgaria. The extraordinary ex-
tent and range of the year's literature on
serials cataloging serve as evidence that
this is one of the least-settled subdivisions
of descriptive catalo$ng. It is an area in
which history continues to be examined
and researchers are vitally interested in
both how and why. Their rbsearch should
lead to improved understanding and
practice.

Catalog records for eonference pro-
ceedings typically are difffcult for descrip-
tive catalogers to establish and diflicult for
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users to {ind andunderstand. McGarry and
Yee make a valuable contribuUon to our

issues must be addressed and the relation-

explanation ofhorv the two descriptive tra-
ditions can be made to converge.

Sound recordings also are found in
archival collections, and Thomas examines
their processing. He concludes that biblio-
graphic .ecordJ for sound recordings in
L"hiu". do not need to be substantially
different from records for textual archival

the novice.

cessing of computer {iles and especia\ in
the dtaloging of magnetic-tape files.
Patterson c"onslders the bibliographic con-
trol of microforms from the public-ser-
vices perspective and urges that more
librariis pirchase and load bibliographic
records for the analyzed parts of major
microform sets.

it is a most rewarding subset of the year's
research.

AUTOMATION

Descriptive cataloging is inextricably

Iinked?o automatioi for most catalogers'

reviewed.
Archival cataloging rvas given special^

attention in 1990, and the automation ol

archival records was no excePtion. Weber

considers various examples of MARC

records for archival materials' looks ahead

to the impact of format integration, and

concludes^that MARC formatting has led

to some changes in the archival profession'
Roe examines the appropriate design or sp-

tems to make archival descriptions readily

accessible in the context ofthe catalog'

Quick and universal access to materials
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of all types is one of the goals of library
automation. Several authors studied the
success of various systems in making cata-
loging copy available promptly andwidely.
Shaw concludes that. at least for medical
books and ftction, the Online Union Cata-
log of the Online Computer Library Cen-
ter (OCLC) succeeds in makingcataloging
available for the vast maiority of titles by
the time they are announLed ty their pub-
lishers. Allai studies the relatii,e avaiLbil-
ity of cataloging copy in four different
online sources, and finds the highest hit
rate in OCLC. Bleil and Renner summa-
rize the status of copy cataloging and
bibliographic networks. They see per-
forma"nc6 standards as an isiue for'the
future of shared cataloging. McCallum
believes that the linkage" oT information
systems in computer-Io-computer net-
vvorks has led to the relaxation of stan-
dards. She concludes that this will lead to
serious problems in the future and identi-
ffes areis in the greatest need ofstandards.

The ultimate aim of some is to replace
catalogers with expert systems. Anderson
examines the progress to date of experi-
ments to apply expert systems to catalog-
ing and concludes that such slatems are
not norv and may never be adequate to the
task. Svenonius and Molto consider a sin-
gle aspect of this question, the automatic
derivation of name access points in cata-
loging. They conclude that approximately
88 percent of name access points used in
Library of Congress or National Library of
Medicine cataloging could be derived

alog. He concludes that an aging card cat-
alog is likely to present ever greater
problems for users.

AUTHoRIfi CONTRoL

The online catalog, Iike its manual coun-
terpart, has a limited ability to serve the
needs of users if authority work is not per-
formed. The ry.ndetic ,"i"r"n"" structure
that helps to relate items within a catalog
is one of the means of distinguishing a

catalog from a simple list of bibliographic
items. Research into authority work in
1990 must be considered within the con-
text ofJohnston's assertion that major ven-
dors frequently are unable to translate a
cataloger's best authority record into an
effective authority control system.

One system that directly links biblio-
graphic and authority records is the West-
ern Library Network (WLN). Coyne and
tvtifflin des'cribe the WLN databas'e and its
authority ftle, which is an example of a
shared authority control system. Matters
writes about the transition ofarchival cat-
alogs from small local resources to part of
the larger bibliographic universe and
focuses 6n the authioritywork implications
of that transition. Botero, Thorburn, and
Williams describe a methodforusing serial
bibliographic records as a basis for series
aut*rority records.

Tq,o authors considered the larger issue
of authority control in 1990. Clack's mono-
graph, ra'hile general in nature, addresses
i'he- control 6f particular categories of
headings. Wajenberg summarizes the
need for authority work and focuses on the
importance of authority work in an online
environment.

Authority control is another area ofthe
descriptive cataloging process in which
empirical evidence of the value of the

trol. Without such documentation. librarv
administrators may conclude that ke;.rvord
searching capabilities are an adequate
alternative to mstly authority vvork.

RETRosPEcrrvE CoNvERsroN

The process of automating a library's entire
holdings through retrospective conversion
was the subject ofsome research in 1990.
IFLA Journal devoted an entire issue to
retrospective conversion in the interna-
tional context. The Council of Europe
Working Party on Retrospective Catalogu-
ing has recommended principles to help
determine the allocation of funds for ret-
rospective conversion projects. Among the
more substantial papers in response to
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those recommendations is Sule's proposed
list ofbibliographic standards to be applied
to retrospective conversion. Willemseu
describes the Dutch experience but places
it in the context of redospective national

ofthe endeavor to the qualig' ofthe library
catalog, to remote acc'ess, and to interli-
brary cooperation.

Ror-B or CererocERs

The role of catalogers is of inherent and
abiding concern to catalogers, perhaps
because it is of linancial conceln to library
administrators. For rvhatever reason, the
duties, supply, education, and selection of
catalogeri it'ere a focus of considerable
research in 1990.

The pattern oflong-terrn change in the
duties oT catalogers ii studied by Eskoz,

supply of catalogers in the 1980s atrd con-
cludei that recnfnition ofthe shortage may
lead to its elimination. Rapp suggests that
the irnprovernent of recruitment and se-
lection-for cataloging positions would go

the two.

CoNcrusroN

The primary obiectives of resealch into
descriptive cataloging should be to under-
stand ihe needs o-f th-e users \\'e sen'e and
to discover and document the best means
of meeting those needs. By doing so u'e
retain conirol of our own discipli-ne and
move it forward.

The descriptive cataloging literature of
1990 is much better at telling us where we
have been than r,vhere \4'e might go. It
larqely assumes that the needs ofusers are
undeistood and devotes its enerry to
improving processes in order to meet
those asiumed needs. Its accomplish-
ments are broad and numerous, but its
foundations may be weak. Gorman con-
tends that automation has changed cata-

vier+, of the larger picture. We cannot
assume that u'e knou' what users need from
description in the online catalog, an{ w9
are not ashng them. In a period in which
"cataloping simpliffcation" is in vogue, fail-
ure to "coiduct this sort of resea-rch may
result in failure to avoid changes imposed
by tlose whose primary concer-n is cutting
costs.
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Crisis in Colologing Revisiled:
The Yeor's Work in Subiect
Anolysis, I990

Jomes Brqdford Young

tions.

T-t

-F or ro*" time now. those who follow
events in subject analysis have observed a
parallel to the crisis in cataloging articu-
lated bv Osborn in t94t.l Yee has reviewed
the period in which reorganization at the
Library of Congress (LC), attempting to
deal with the perceived "crisis in catalog-
ing," set the stage for profound changes in
calaloging theory andits application.z The
absence of an event in subject cataloging
parallel to the historical development of
descriptive cataloging standards is in-
triguing. The portions of Clfter'sRulesfor
a Frtni"d Diiuonary Catato{ that w-ere
concemed with description and access
gave rise to successive expansions spon-
iored by both the Ubrary of Congresjand
the American Ubrary Association (AI-A),
while the portion for subject entry has had
no such oiffcial successoi. An understand-
ing ofcertain important events leading to
the development of Anglo-Amarican Cat-

J.rvos BnloronD YouNc is Music Technical Services Librarian, Otto E. Albrecht Music_Library
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Invited paper received and accepted for publication
March 22. 1991.
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sustain the work needed to comorehend
the pas^t and envision the future o[subject
access i

There are multiple roots to the current
crisis in subject access to library materials.
Most immediately apparent is the aging of
the mainstrea- ryit"*r, *hich riav"be
compared to a declining infrastructuie of
the common intellect, requiring periodic

and Deuey Decimal Classification (DDC),
all took shape over a century ago. They
represent ariaccumulation of greit wealth
but also, in some cases, of inconsistency.
Miksa has made a thorough analysis of *ays
in which this accumulation has undermined
the effectiveness of subject headings.5 All
three major tools have b-een both eiriched
and burdened by the passing of time.

Recent theory has not been well inte-
grated into the existing systems. Indexing
and classificaUon theories have experi-
enced a dramatic revolution in the last
quarter century. These advances were not
readily incolporated into the structures of
standard library tools. Theirwidespread use
in other bibliographic s;ntems now creates a
highly visible and unsatisfactory comparison,
which contributes to the sense of crisis.

Rapid movement into an online envi-
ronment seems to have been accomoanied
by a shift in ex?ectations for srrbiectLcess
inthe librarycatalog. Application of online
search techniques, such as keyword
indexes and Boolean operations, has
exposed the weaknesses oftraditional tools
as'much as it has enhanced theil use. In-
deed the potential for their improved use
online is widely perceived as having dra-
matic irnplications, while the impact on
their inherent structure remains unclear.

The expanding scope of subject analysis
has also undermined the acceptability of
conventional methods. Library subject
analpis techniques are being applied to an
ever broader ranqe ofmaterials and topics.
|ust as with descri'pUve cataloging, the ieed
for an effectively integated approach has
become increasingly apparent. Attempts to

resolve the resulting tensions have demon-
strated that subject cataloging and classifi-
cation lack a sufffciently broad conceptual
foundation to support adequate access to
a wide range of material in a single inte-
grated system.

Most recent work reflects at least one
of these issues. Contributions to subject
analpis work in 1990 are analyzed here in
relationship to these @ncems as asDects
and eviden'ce of a second crisis in *t'ulog-
ing. The focus of this study is research,
which includes all types ofrefereed stud-
ies, publishedin 1990. Some 1989publica-
tions not included in the previous review
for Library Resources {: Technical Ser-
rices are also included here.6 Some other
activities of imoortance are documented
through news items and published reports.
The scope is traditional library subject
analysis work: subject hea&ngs, classiftca-
tion, and subiect access through library
catalogs as a primary focus. Some related
ftelds, such as indexing and information
retrieval, are represented if the research
has important implications for the above.
Relevant material is identified, cited, and,
as much as possible given the parameters
ofthis study, synthesized in relation to the
four issues stated above.

Perhaps this year's most signiffcant
trend is that many studies with divergent
topics and methods reconceive the frame-
work of sub;ect analysis. In a masterful
review of bibliographic control's research
agenda and lacunae Svenonius writes:

The computer has brought to cataloging
DotentialiUes and difficulties. . . . The de-
ielopment of expert systems . . . is clearly
ernblematic of a trend. It is a trend that
promises not only to ease the economic
burden of bibliographical control, but also
to rationalize its conceptual foundations
and imorove its effectiveness.T

The consideration of a single year's work in
a segment of library sciende, while helpful,
might impose narrowlimitations on its per-
spective. Equally important is the recogni-
tion of a cyclical cross-fertilization in
sublect analysis among various disciplines.
Lancaster, Elliker, and Connell, reviewing
sublect analysis literature, note:

Substantial progress has occurred in the



past 25 years. . . . This progress has been
accompanied by the increasing conver-
gence of information science and library
science. . . . Much of the progress in infor-
mation retrieval occurred through the
efforts of scientists, engineers, lawyers,
and others rvho were not information oro-
fessionals. These individuals lvere not
familiar with the Iiterature of library sci-
ence, and some reinvention of the wheel
occurred. Today a reverse sihtation may be
occurring? with members of the library mm-
munity reinventing methods that were devel-
oped (and perhaps tested and rejryted)
outside the community many years ago.6

This process has a highly extended time
frame-. Commenting ip6ciftcally on this
aspect, they continue:

The field of information science seems to
have a short collective memory. We know
of work done three or four years ago but
are unaware of, or have forgotten, work
done much earlier. . . . [Annual revievr'] is
of immense value in providing a review
and synthesis of research in broad areas
performed during relatively short pedods
of time, but it does not obviate the need
for longitudinal reviervs, covering perhaps
20 or 30 years, on more specific topics.9
Given the parameters of breadth and

leneth noted above, it must be understood
that this review often examines only a nar-
ro,w slice of the issues identified.

Suryrcr CATALocTNG

The role ofsubject catalogingthrough con-
tro I led vocabul ary clearlv*re fr ain s a"ce ntral
concem of library service. McCarthy, with
a reference librarian's view of the online
subject catalog, perceives a need for more
extensive and consistent use of subiect
headings. She suggests subject speciaLsts
monitor their development and use.
Murdock perceives the failure of subject
cataloging as a crisis resulting from inade-
quate communication among public and
technical services staff in provi&ng library
service responsive to public needs.
Svenonius (B) presents a highly original
synthesis, across several disciplines, ofthe
current state ofknowledqe in controlled-
vocabulary design, including its purpose
and role in information retriel,al, sources
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and selection of terms, nature and degree
of syntactical and semantic relationships,
problems in compatibility and structural
design, and evaluation and effectiveness of
contiolled vocabularies.

Frost reports a study to assess the value
of title terms as entry vocabulary to con-
trolled lists by andyzing frequency and
type of matches among title and subject
heading terms. Further study is suggested
to determine the value of linking mecha-
nisms. Whitehead details the rationale and
techniques for mapping subject headings
into the Art 6 Architecture Thesaurus
(AAT), which recognizes the need to pro-
vide effective interfaces among exisdng
standards and the emerging ilisciplinei
speci{ic controlled vocabularies. Reynolds
discusses, in personal terms, the difffcul-
ties of planning a research project in sub-
ject cataloging, including relating practical
concerns to a theoretical foundation.

The concept of a subject code contin-
ued to elicit comment in 1990. Studwell
(B) advocates preparation of a subject cat-
aloging code and considers whether it
should be a descrintion of current LC ool-
icy or a set of bro'ader principles a.tdif it
should cover applications as well as formu-
lation of LCSH. Chan (E) provides a brief
analpis of questions to consider: What is a
sub.iect code? Do we need it? Is it currently
feasible? Who will develop it?

LtBFdRy oF CoNGRxss SUBJECT
HEADINGS

The Library of Congress Suhject Head-
ings, the most widely used subject analysis
tool. is undoubtedly also the most often
maligned. Carlyle piepared a taxonomy of
user vocabulary matches to LCSH used to
analyze transaction logs from keyword sup-
ported sptems in an online public access
catalog (OPAC). She suggests poor ICSH
per{ormance and details needs for further
investigation. Calderon, in a frankly
polemic piece, considers vested interests
versus the real needs of an information
society. He documents widespread dissat-
isfactionwith LCSH and attributes the fail-
ure to achieve improvements to a political
failure of the profession, its national insti-
tutions. and le'aders.
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Discussion of revised pracUces at LC,
perhaps encouraged by internal dissent,
provided a minor tempest, mostly signifi-
iant in the reaction it provoked. Flagg

"LC Quashes Subject Rumors" reported
soon after that LC had denied rumors that
simplilication studies would lead to reduc-
tion in subiect cataloging at LC.

In respbnse to th6 c"ancellation of np-
DRESSES, ESSAYS, LECTUNES AS A SubdiV-

ision, Wilson and Robinson propose a sys-
tematic basis to the subject catalogng

and sources for establishing geographic

to each heading.
As a first step in the systematic reform

ofits subject cataloging practices, LC has
organized a conference on the use ofsub-
iect subdivisions. Four position papers were-mmmissioned 

and disuibuted by ihe office
for Technical Services Research. Conway
and Draberstott propose expanded use of
free-floating subdivisions; Pietris suggests
limited use" of free-fl oating subdivii-ions ;

aim to increase elffciency, encourage coop-
eration, and improve OPAC subject access.

CLASSIFICATION

D EwEy D rC TUEN C LASS IF IC ATION

The new edition of DDC recentlv pub-

lished and periodic revision being pianned
are considered with a focus on interna-
tional and automated use. Van der Merwe
gives a critical review ofthe new edition,
iuritten from the point ofview ofa teacher
of classiffcation-in South Africa. She
describes features of the classification
scheme that are considered helpful and
points out some areas where explanations-and 

instructions are inadequate and there-
fore are confusing. Severil studies of the
radical revision of the music schedule
included in DDC, twentieth edition, are
described below

The article "Dewey: An International
Perspective" reports on a conference ses-
sion on intemational use of DDC given
duringthe 1989 Paris meeting ofthe Inter-
natioial Federation of Libiary Associa-
tions and Institutions (IFI.A). The talks

fulie Beale.- 
Chan (B) describes the Decimal Clas-

tion retrieval.
Drabenstott and others report results

of the Dewey Decimttl Classificatirn Or^-
line Proiect in which terms from the DDC
Relative Index and Schedules were auto-
matically added to bibliographic general
subiect terms from online classilication
data were not otherwise found in the sub-
ject and keyword indexes. This suggests
ihe value oi the DDC as an index vocabu-
lary source as rvell as a classification tool.- 

Dewey, in an essay on the beginnings of
decimal 

'classification 
recognlzed is a
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Library Jountal classic and reprinted from
the Feb-mary 15, 1920, issuel documents
the broad conceptual basis ofhis classiffca-
tion in support of popular education
through Iibiary service and the essential
role he perceived for sublect access.

ClessrrrcerroN rN ONLTNE Sysrrus

information in an online environment,
published as a n issue of C atalogin g {: Clas-
sification Quarterly. \Villiamson details
the potential role of classificatory struc-
tures among online retrieval mechanisms
and identiffei ongoing research and need for
further conceptu-al dJvelopment. Co maromi
argues against using classiftcation merely as
an augmentation of other online retrieval
capacities instead of as a unique indexing
Ianguage "organized by discipline rathei
thai b/the afuhabef' and fa"6red by sub-
ject experts. ru He concludes that the struc-
ture and index ofthe classilication need to
be better and more widely understood
before being successfully employed for on-
line access.-

The Library of Congress Classification
online is considered as a subiect access
point in computer-based retrieual bv Hieh.
He analyses-the potential 

"alue 
of fdC

online searching for end-user groups of
varytn1 purrpose and sophistication. Saye
provides a reaction, identifying obstacles
to online end searches of call numbers.
which include lack of adequate indexes,
the complexity of and incbnsistency in
structure of LCC, and user resistance.

ommending it be combined with other
approaches, she also identi{ies obstacles.

Of DDC in the online environment,
lvlcAllister-Hamer reports a survev of
North Carolinu libr*i6r with results indi-

catine little access to online use of DDC.
She'discusses enhancements, especially
online classiftcation data, which might sup-
port expanded use. Hill (B) responds with
an analysis of obstacles to widespread
online retrievelby DDC. She asserts that
these obstacles are not only technical,
such as lack of authority strucfure for clas-
sification data, implementation costs, etc.,
but also political. Expectations are mis-
matched witt realities, and there is need
for a persuasive demonstration of the
unique value of online DDC retrieval.

Sur;rcr Accrss

Whitcomb and Noreault, Nita, and Kriss
detail the subject searching capacity ofthe
EPIC system of the Online Computer
Library Center (OCLC), which offers a
newwayto search the OCLC database for
sublect access. The EPIC sewice is a firll-
featured, online reference system that pro-
vides subject access and keryrord and
Boolean searchinq to a varieW ofdatabases.
Currently the OC1C Online'Union Catalog
(OLUC) is available. Designedas a reference
tool for use in all tlpes of Iibraries by librari-
ans and end users,'the EPIC service offers
a choice of interfaces to accommodate
expertto novice users. Developmentofthe
EPIC service, experience of the first sub-
scriberto EPIC. and the role of the OCLC
Reference Services Advisory Committee
in providing input for EPIC are described.
Providing end-user subject access to the
world's largest bibliographic database has
the potential for dram-"atic expansion of the
basic availability of information.

The application of expert systems tech-
nolory hoids great promlise asthe founda-
tion for future improvements in subiect
access. lvlaking sublect analysis tools and
data amenable- to sitch applications is an
ongoing field of interest. Vickery andVick-
ery consider the nature ofintelligent sys-
tems and the hnds of informati- n skills

ligence for subject access and reviews its
current limitauons and future considera-
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tions. She particularly identifies the poten-
tial for artihcial intelligence systemsiuse of
MARC records if relational data can be
adequately mapped within and among
them. Int6gration of topical content anall
ysis with other nontopical aspects is seen
as a goal for such systems.

olline use ol bibliographic records
presents the possibility of increasing sub-
iect access through various novel forms of-content 

enrichment. This usually refers to
the inclusion of a table of contents, an
index, or other data to be retrieved in key-
word indexing as a means to greater recall
in subject searching. Van Orden, in a sum-
mary of selected research, reviews experi-
ments that address the value of content-
enriched access by inclusion of data such
as tables ofcontents, indexes, references,
or readers'comments and suggests that

progress in this area.
In the context of planning subject en-

hancements for OPACs, beHirt and
Matthews report on an experiment to
explore the use of contents, reviews, and
aL,snacts in conjunction !\'ith LCSH.
Michalak describes an emeriment in

enhanced bibliographic records, inclu&ng
abstracts and contents, indicating that pre-
cision suffers with the increased recall
achieved bv this technique.

Questions about the basic goals and

mation environment.
Bland, writing of the catalog as a tuto-

rial guide to the literature, distinguishes
between the retrieval of pertinent litera-
ture-that which is usefull to a reader*

linked by arguments that they respectively
contain, but which do not cite or rel.er to
one another. The combined arguments can
lead to new inferences and conclusions
that cannot be drawn from the seParate
literatures. Examples are reported, and a
model and an onliie strategy are described"
It is designed as an aid in identi$ring other
related. noninteractive literatures. He sug-
gests that this technique might provide the
foundation for a literature-based approach to

conceptual foundations are aPparent in
every lield. Implications of online use for
traditional classification tools has been a
fruitful research topic. Automated classiff-
cation investigation- and fundamental pqy-
cho-cybemetic exploration are promising.
S"bj".t cataloging research has focused on
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&splay, enhancement, cooperation, and
consistency in assignment of LCSH.
Matching LCSH to natual language que-
ries and integrating it with other thesauri
have been lnno,riti.re research topics.
Interest in expert systems for subject ac-
cess offers the potential for bringing to-
gether many oi these trends buI, ilore
impofiant, for identiSring their common
intellectual basis.

The commercial provision of subject
analpis data has provoked, particularly in

new EPIC system from OCLC, u'ill influ-
ence American views. Jouguelet (B) re-
ports developments in France for subject
access in online catalogs. She gives a
description ofonline subi-ect accesito bib-
liographic data in France, a recent devel-
opment but rapidly widespread through
MINITEL (three million installations) and
other public access databases. Feeling that
books-have been left out in the expaision
ofsubject analysis serwices, Frantz gives a
rousing polemic suggesting Essay and
General Literature Ind.ex include subiect
indexing for chapters of nonliction mono-
graphs contained in Book Review Digest.

Evaluating sublect access and commer-
cial bibliographic data, jouguelet (A) makes
an assessment of competing market forces
on online subiect analysis d-ata available in
France. There is little idvocacy for serwing
end-user needs, which does not yet seem
to be commercially viable. In ideas origi-
nally presented at the 1989 Dasson's re-
searcfi seminar, Line similarly analyzes
commercial and nonprofft market factors
for bibliographic dati in Britain. He sees
that bibliographic records for users must
move "from disordered superabundance
to cost-effective satisfaction" and identi-
ftes adeqg_ate subject access ils the key to
progress . I I He goes on to review the techni-
cal and administrative options that need to
be brought to bear. He pioposes tlree levels
ofsubject analysis, from the local support of
browsing at the most superftcial, to interna-

tional ftles of full content and index data at
the most comprehensive.

INDEXING

A variety of topics in the indexing world
reflect similar concerns in subject catalog-
ing. Zang's oveliew of abstracting and
indexing services in China traces thirty
years of modem indexing, through much
dif{iculw. to the recent introduction of
computers. Wittmann quanUffes charac-
teristics of subheadings used in awald-
winning indexes that were found less fre-
quently in other indexes. Booth looks in
detail at consistency in MEDLINE index-
ing. A knorvn item search revealed that
doiuments from the same annual volume
had been indexed twice. Fifty-seven refer-
ences were letrieved, comprising twenty-
eight pairs of duplicates. Four categories
of descriptors-major descriptors, minor
descriptors, subheadings, and check
trgs-were compa.red for depth and con-
sistencyof indexing. l,essons that might be
drawn from the studv are discussed.
Svenonius (C), in a review ofthe new edi-
tion of Eric Coates' Subiect Catalogues:
Headings and Structure,- reflects on- the
continuing interest of Coates' work in
chain indexing theory.

Many articles involve the application of
computers to existing indexing activities.
Sano describes facet tabulation of index
terms through an algorithm devised for
automatic disulav of index terms in tables
by facet. t irov and li16v present REX, an
expert systems approach to bibliographic
processing written in PROLOG and used
for automatic creation ofa subject bibliog-
raphy. Raw bibliographic data are
downloaded, then processed into a subiect
bibliography with the REX progrim.
Dyksia very clearly explains the jrosiibili-
ties for use of the Preserved Context In-
dexing System (PRECIS) in the online
catalog. Her presentation may help to
make this important system better under-
stood in this country. Although it incorpo-
rates modern concepts of indexing and
classification, PRECIS was not developed
primarilv for online retrieval. She details
ihor" r'ynta"tical features of PRECIS
rooted in analvtico-smthetic classiftcation
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that support postcoordination and permit
it to function very effectively in an online
environment. She further explores the
inherent potential ofPRECIS for the even
greater enhancement of online subject
retrieval.

Automatic indexing is an area of index-
ing theory research with strong impli-
cations for subject analysis in libraries.
Korycinsh and Newell survey the role of
naturalJanguage processing in automatic
indexing and summarize the statistical and
analytic approaches to automatic genera-
tion of book indexes. Similarly, Salton,
Buckley, and Smith review the application
of syntactic methodologies in automatic
text analysis and summarize the applica-
tion of various linguistic approaches for
document analysis in retrieval s)6tems,
particularly syntactic phrase generation.
Detailed studies conducted at Syracuse
University of anaphora in naturalJanguage
processing and information retrieval are
analyzed by Uddy. She discusses anaph-
ora, abbreviated subsequent reference,
in-text analysis and retrieval systems, and
term rveighting. Hahn explains topic-pars-
ing structures in full-text analysis and
introduces automatic parsing to analyze
naturalJanguage structures in full-text
database retrieval systems.

Retrieval technique research is another
frontier of information theory highly rele-
vant to library practice. Fuhr describes
some important results of information
retrieval resealch that can be used to
implement more effective retrieval sys-
tems, even for existing databases; for
instance, stemming algorithms can gener-
ate variants of the search terms. Ranhng
algorithms based on document and query
term weighting signiffcantly outperform
Boolean systems. Relevance feedback data
can be uied for further imorovement of
retrieval quality as well as ?or semiauto-
rnatic query expansion. The outline of a
user interface for a system based on these
concepts shows that it is possible to imple-
ment user-fiiendly retrieval systems that
are effective as well as efficient.

Simulation of search term generation
by an automated lexical net is reported by
Rapp and Wettler. To retrieve informa-
tion from a bibliographic database, the

project simulated such a process on a com-
puter'. A lexical net rvas built up using fully
computerized procedures. Uxdmpleishow
that there is a surprising coincidence
between the word associations ofthe sys-
tem and those ofhumans.

THE ONLTNE ENvtnoNunNr

Moving into an online environment has
had a dramatic effect on every aspect of
subiect analysis. Many studies have been
dir6cted at inderstanding this transition

foresee greater public Iibrary end-user
subiect searching rvith expanded OPACs,
gat6r',,ays, and "networkid cp-nolvtt.
Research into user behavior and concep-
tual problems is needed to support more
effechve interfaces and instru&on. Also in
Britain, Hancock-Beaulieu evaluates the

retrielal, search formulation assistance,

enstott and Vizine-C'oetz detail the use of
search trees for subject searching in online
catalogs. Trees rvould control system
response to determine appropriate subject
searching approaches to user queries,
based on the extent to which they match
controlled vocabulary and place responsi-
biliw for this determination on the system,
rathLr than the user. Summarizing the
vocabularies for online subject searching
of bibliographic databases other than
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library catalogs, Piterniek provides a
lelgthy synthe"sis of the dram^atic impact
online search techniques have had on their
use. Online search mechanisms introduce
control into natural vocabulary transcend-
ing the barrier behveen controlled and
uncontrolled techniques. She reviews
existing search vocabularies and aids to
their selection in terms of indexer pre-
control, authoriw systems used in r"-"h-
in-g, and searchei post-control, the process
of vocabulary conirol online.

assist users searching for subjects in an
OPAC. They reflect"the nee? to assist
OPAC users in better understandine the
conceptual framework, structure, and

automated links and leads. Broadbent
experimented with providing both dictio-
nary and classifted access in the online
catalog. Alphabetical and classifted in-
dexes 

-were-generated 
from subject head-

ings and their linked LCC class numbers

Geyser questions whether the end user is
able t6 perform advanced sublect searches
using an OPAC. She discusses some a&an-
tages ofverbal classiffcation, such as the use
of keyword searching, Boolean operators,
manipulation of terms in different ftelds,
authority ffles, and brorvsing. She asserts
that thd OPAC is more thai lust a verbal
answer to a nonverbal probl-em and dis-
cusses several advantages ofOPACs: more
and better access to records. kevu'ord
searches, truncation, and the use of infor-
mation in the ffxed flelds as Darameters.
Geper also mentions 

".td 
nse'rs' reactions

and proposes criteria for evaluating OPACs.
An article entitled "Classification and

Indexing Meeting" reports on conference
papers from the Paris 1989 IFLA meeting.
There r.rere three papers reported. First
was a talk by Marcia Bates on designing
OPAC subject access to meet user needs,
in \/hich she advocated expanded entry
vocabulary through a superthesaurus.

fouguelet then spoke on subject access and
the sale of bibliographic data in France,
waming of a monolithic approach that dis-
regards" various end-usei needs. Finally,

|oyce Butcher spoke on adapting PRECIS
to online use at the British Library.

Krieger describes the subject authority
qcnhrcl features of the Dynix qFstem OPAC.
Although it is successfrrl in displaying refer-
ences ind ven$,ing headings, tlie irainte-
nance procedures are cumbersome and
Iabor inlensive. Control of sublect sub&vi-
sions presents the largest single obstacle.

In Chan (D) the best use online of
traditional subiect analysis tools is consid-
ered. Both traditional and potential uses,
and the requirements for efficient online
use, are reviewed. Dale has compiled a
bibliography of subject access in online
catalogs. This is an overview with annota-
tions of selecteditems from arapidlygrow-
ing literature divided into background
study, research and development, and
future projections.

Several interestingly specialized topics
are explored. Borgman and others report
children's use of an interactive science
library. Researchers in library science and
biology are cooperating to study the use of
an information retrieval interface in a
classroom science simulation project. The
retrieval interface offers the students
direct access to a database in the school
library. The research concerns relate to
students' abilities to formulate and imDle-
ment searchable queries and the design
considerations for constructing a browsing
interface for elementary school students.
Rolland-Thomas and Mercure explore the
achievement of true bilingual OPAC
searching, in which one search retrieves
headings in both languages, through clas-
siftcation, authoritv links. and even an
automatic translation module. They cite
the implications for multinational'data-
bases. Barnett and Petersen detail the
modifications required for effective accom -
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modation of the use of the AAT in MARC
records, bringing it into the online envi-
ronment. They give the rationale for pro-
viding, in contradistinction to LCSH, non-
topicil and faceted access.

Sprcrer, Metrnr,lrs

Subject access to various specific types of
*"t"ti^t has become incr6asingly impor-

Foster reports a project at Western Ken-
tucky University to provide subject access
to pLriodicals lhrorieh a combination of
*^'infrurne a.td Maciitosh technology. She
describes the compilation of a subject
quide to current periodical titles in a
iredium-sized academic library based on
the innovahve use and local refinement of
LCC and subject headings found in online
serial records. Berman, coping with access
to conference proceedings, gives a de-
tailed account of the Penn State libraryt

issues underlying subject access to moving
image materials in a MARC-based envi-
ronment, includinq the &versity of genres
involved, applicattn of the concipt of
aboutness to these various genres, integra-
tion with related material in other formats,
display of multiple retrieval vocabularies,
and the need foivarious levels ofnon-top-
ical access.

access by form, qenre, and fictional char-
acter. Giideline{on Subiect Access to lndi-

uidual Worlcs of Ficiian, Drama, Etc.,

suggests norms for access to works of
imiiination by topic, setting, and ftctional

charlcters. It-also includesl list of terms

for form and genre access keyed to LCSH.
It is hoped thi't these guidelin'es can provide

the fou'ndation for OC"LC-based cooperative
efforts, in conjunction with LC, to provide
acress to worla of imagination.

Widespread implementation of the
MARC format for archival and manuscript
collections has created an explosion in access
to archival material. This llas included an
intense effort toward aPpl)rng sub;ect cata-
loging practices to this immense and invalu-
ab'ie class of material. Not only is the
oossibiliw of expanded access important,
tut so tot is th6 contribution to iesearch

that integrated subject access to primary
and secdndary sources would provide'
Smiraglia advocates subject actess to

archival material in which provenance is
recogrrized as the central element in topi-

calitv (i.e., records of the Glass Blowers
Association are about the glass blowing

roe and Roe the purPose for which mate-
rial was created ii reflected in functional
access to archival records. They demon-
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strate the use of the MARC ffeld 657 (for
Function Term) with terms from the func-
tions hierarchy of the AA? to provide
access to archival collections by thG essen-
tial aspect of their provenance.

Increasingly, awareness is demon-
strated of the need to provide access to
objects as subjects themielves. This is true
oftraditional Iibrary materials, such as rare
books, as well as the art and history mate-
rial of museum collections. Accesi to the
object as subject is provided by genre,
foim, and physical chiracteristics. D"oolev
and Zinkhim'articulate the need for accest

related developments among diverse com-
munities of users. Et ans demonstrates cat-
aloging an artifact in the USMARC format
for a historical collection. She illustrates
the use of the MARC visual materials for-
mat to describe realia, speciffcally a cos-
tume, identifying the obstacles to adequate
faceted, non-iopical acress through exiiting
means. Hennessey introduces the Inven-
tory of American Sculpture use of MARC
for artworks and destribes the use of a
special subject term guide to overcome
limitations of existing tools in analyzing
museum objects fortlie National Muieui'
of American Art.

Spncrer, Sun;rcrs

Not sulprisingly, much of the literature of
subject analpis concerns access to paftic-
ular sublectJ, topical or otherwise. "dxford
UP Publishes Art and Architecture The-
saunts" reports the publication. in orint
and electro?ric version's, of a malor nevrl tool
that establishes a standard vocabulary for
the documentation ofart and architecture.
AAT of which Toni Petersen is director.

about half the projected hierarchical dis-
plays are now available. It is already
ieported to be used by more than tl.r,6

hundred institutions and has been loaded
as a special file in the Research Libraries
Information Netvyork (RLIN). The work
was compiled by the analysis and mapping
of existing vocabularies; its key features
include suppot of faceted analysis and
non-topical access, considered crucial for
integrating the u'ide range of materials and
applications necessary for adequate docu-
mentation ofthe ffeld ofa* and architecture.
The possibility of similar developments for
other discrete subject ftelds has already
been identiffed and might prove the most
enduring Iegacy of this pioneering achieve-
ment.

The need to relate existing vocabularies
for a particular subject is als-o reflected in
stu&es about comparing and adapting vari-
ous science-oriented tools. Van Camp ana-
Iyzes subiect code searching in biome&cal
databasei. She discusses the"various tlpes of
subject codes used in biomedical databases,
as they are searchable on the major online
services, and compares their search struc-
tures and vocabul-ary. Markham compares
classiffcation s).rstems for literature about
algae, ffnding DDC hierarrchy conceptually
favorable in tlat it corresponds more closely
to botanical systems, btttLCC preferable in
bringing out algae as a topic in various
applied science literatures. His analysis
reflects the complementary character of
hierarchical and enumerative classiff cation
and the role ofliterarywarrant in schedule
development.

the article '"Ioward More Consistent
Access to Agicultural Information" de-
scribes a meeting on agricultural thesauri
held at the World Bank, Washington, D.C.,
in October 1989, to explore possibilities for
improved access to agricultural informa-
tion throueh creation of a universal agri-
cultural th-esaurus. It would need to'be
multilingual, meet the needs of all agricul-
tural organizations, be compatible with
CAB Thesaurus and AGROtrzOC (existing
international tools), and perhaps support i
multilevel structure because of its nro-
jected size.

Classilication of particular subject liter-
atures is the focus 6f several studies. In a
series of historical studies Bradley (A)
investigates the work o[ pioneer music
librarian Oscar G. T. Sonneck, who, when
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appointed chief ofthe Library ofCongress
music division in 1902, was ficed *it[ the

oped an innovative analytico-synthetic
ciassification for the Vassar College Music
Library, reflecting both the need for alpha-
betic and classed a.rranqement of a com-
posert rvorks.- 

The Music Library Association spon-
sored a program session on the radical
r'evision of the 780 Music schedule in the
twentieth edition of DDC. In Celebration

music schedules that led to the current

the process of revision and revievys the
concepts and stn-rctures in the revised
schedule. These are founded on an analysis
ofthe field, which reveals seven basic fac-
ets and identifies &stinct citation orders
approlliate to both music and nrusical lit-

"iit,le. 
Mattheu's describes in detail each

maior section <-rf the nerv schedule. Import-
ant chanses are indicated and the main
optionp o-utlined. The high degree of syn-
t[esis employed is illustrated in complex
examples.

Eificient adoption of a phoenix sched-
ule canbe adauntingtask. Thomas reviews
in detail the administrative obstacles en-
countered in the implernentation of the
new music schedule in the context of a
medium-sized public library. Forrest and
Smiraglia report an erperiment to assess
the effect of the ner,r'music schedule on the
shelf arrangement of a random sampleof
books about music. Such factors as the
proportion with different class numbers,
hoit populous and fast-grorving classes,
and the impact of dislocation on brorvs-
ability s'ele-considered. lntet'shelving u'as

not found to create major disturbances.
Furthermore, the potential for greatly en-

hancecl online retrieval rvas derionstiated
in the sample. Wajenberg proPoses_ an
innovative svstem of MARC content des-
ignation, which supports online end-user
ritrietal to exploit hore fully the highly
faceted classification of the new music

schedule.
Gurevich cornPares pre-revolutionary

and post-revolutionaly systems for the per-
iodiZation of Russian and Soviet history
and describes their use in library classifica-
tion. The Soviet Library-Bibliographic
Classification (BBK) follou's the Marxist
model, rvhile American classifications use
the earlier system. Neither approach
achieves an adequate degree ofobjectivity
for such a controversial subject as history.
Moreover, both fail to integrate the geopo-
litical structures of the various nations and
regions, each with a distinct pattern of

development.
Aderibiebe and Udoh, making a case

for revisiorr"of the classilication of African
languages, identi ly the underdevelop ment
of LCC for sub-Saharan lauguase and lit-
erature. It is little more than"an ilphabetic

sion predicated on a hierarchy oflanguage
grou-ps by origin rvith a broad-based nota-
ii.r'-, io abco-hodate subdivision. Collins
describes the effects of computerization
requirements on the Bah6'i Classification
Scf,eme in use at the BahS'i World Centre.
Creation of online subject authority rec-
ords rvith cross-reference to the appropri-
ate classification revealed interesting
discrepancies between the subject head-
ings and the classification. Many enhance-
ments were made as a result.
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material in a special subiect. She expresses
the need to integrate and adapt th-em ex-
tensively.

Two studies have implications for both
specialist and interdiscipinary approaches,
especiallyin the humanities and area studies.
Hay examines the subiect specialist in the
academic librarv with a reviiw of the liter-
ature on subject bibliography for Ameri-
can, European, and Third \\zorld academic
libraries. He linds sublect specialists trans-
cending the functional organization of
research libraries, including taking a role
in expert subject analysis and classification.
Broadus documents the range of sublect lit-
eratures used by humanities scholars at the

CoNcr,usroN

The integration of mainstream American
Iibrary tra&tions of subject analysis with
modern indexing and classi{ication theory
and their adaptaEon to an online environ-
ment are bringing about a revolution in the

yeals ago.
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Books Aren'l Us? The Yeqr's
Work in Collection
Developmenl, | 990

Dovid S. Sullivon

The literature of collection deoeloptnent in 1990 is selectioely sunseyed.
Topics cooered include general uorks on collection deaelopnient; Iibrary
materials budgets; seriali and the economics of scholady publishing; collec-
tion eaaluation; cooperatioe arran1
and preseroation of library mater.
impact of nonbook forrnats on colle
tion is moaing into neu partners)
computing s picialists, and' n etuo rk
an address, not a place.

rrr
I he director of academic computing on

my campus remarked, as of a distant age,
that in the 1970s calculators with the
power ofthose now housed on pocket-size
bits of plastic were kept chained to
deshops.-Recalling the chained tomes of
monastic libraries, I reflected that it took
books about a millennium to make the
same transition from carefully guarded
rarities to cheap, ubiquitous mass-market
commodities. The point of the anecdote,
and its pertinence to the question posed in
my title, is not the comparative speed with
which microoroiessors have inftltrated our
lives, but the collocation of two images
powerfully reminding us that the func-
tional convergence of books and comput-
ers as tools for storing, disseminating, and
manipulating texts is close at hand; that,
though books will long be with us and will
long engage most of the attention of col-
Iection developers, this convergence rvill in
our lifetimes change not only how we do

our wor*. but what the work is and rvhat
the institutional context will be in which we
perform it. These are not novel observa-
tons. but thev are observations that reso-
nated through the literature of collection
development in 1990.

The literature itself is spreading into
new channels as collection administrators
findthemselves inthe same forums as net-
worhng experts, electronic publishers,
and computer visionaries. Some of us,
indeed, must become collection visionar-
ies if the mission of getting the right source
to the right user (with all the implications
this entails relating to the organization and
preservation of the historic record) is not
lo pass into other hands.

What is new rarely supplants what is
old, at least in libraries, and the traditional
concems and activities of collection devel-
opment have not gone away. Rather, they
cintinue their ow:n evolut-ion as well as
absorb ideas from the emerging culture of

Davro S. Sur-r-rvls is Collection Management and Acquisitions Librarian, Stanford University
Libraries, Stanford, California. Invited paper received and accepted for publication March 22,

1991.
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information. At the same time, adverse
economic conditions affecting higher edu-
cation in general have prompted a rebirth
of the literature concerning the economics
of scholarly publishing (last seen in quan-
tity during the serial boom of the mid-

development is and does.

suwey is also largely limited to the U.S.
scene, Iess by deiigni than because collec-

away, since, as Osburn notes, the literature

distinctive paradigms and procedures
suited to those ver/ different s6ttings.

GrNrner

The year 1990 saw no major book-length
general treatment of collection manage-
ment and development but witnessed
Osburn's thorouqh-and croncise review of
the methodologi"cal and intellectual mile-
stones of our field. As close to an up-to-
date history of collection development as
we have, it is a]l the more valuable for its
numerous and stimulating suggestions for
further research.

area is Scarborough's manual for ethnic
collection development. Brown notes that
amidst rapid technological change, inter-
nal to the system to which we belong,
equally profound demographic changes
are transforming those we serve. The
essays gathered by Scarborough discuss
the theoretical, administrative, and practi-
cal issues &fferentiating collection build-
ing for ethnically diverse clienteles from
the "standard model," and they provide
resource guides to African American,
American Indian, AsianiSoutheast Asian,
and Chicano/Latino collections.

BUDGETAND FINANCES

The shock of ever-rising serials prices com-
bined with the crunch in higher-education
funding and the attendant concern for
accounlability and effectiveness have sum-
moned forth a large body ofwork on bud-
geting for library collections. Lynden (A)
provides a lucid account ofthe data gath-
ering needed to support budget requests,
andthe same author (B) describes the bud-
get document Brown's library submits to
university administrators: it stresses cost
increases, literature growth, and academic
program development. Henderson (for-
mer vice-president of marketing with Per-
gamon Press) adds two arguments to
strengthen the library's case for ever more
dollars: library budgets and materials
expenditures are shrinhng as apercentage
of GNP; published output is rising. To
these he ioins the dubious assertion that
only the 'Alexandrian" library is sufftcient
to maintain the competitiveness of Ameri-
can research. An intriguing-some will
Iind it unsettling-approach to ffne-tuning
allocation ofthe book budget is taken by
Britten and Webster: circulation analysis
by class should be used to make sure fhat
money is not being inappropriately spent
on low-use collections. Stankus recom-
mends enljsting science faculty as allies in
a battle to capture for library acquisitions
more of the indirect costs recovered by
university administration. Gregory sum-
marizes her mainly descriptive study of
formula fundine for libraries in a number
of southem stat"es.

Budget methods and measures feature
largely in the proceedings of the Confer-

An important work that spans the lield
of collection development Tor a special
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ence on Acquisitions, B udgets, and Collec-
tions, held in St. touis last year. Among
noteworthy contributions in the published
papers, niled Acquisitions '90, Fahy puts
forward a case for establishing common
measures for a "publishing universe," the
total documentation produced during any
one time period for a given discipline's use.
He advocates applFng these measures as
bench marks for the efftcacy of collection
building and as guides io budgeting.
Emery presents evidence for a statistically
significant correlation between acquisi-
tions expenditures and circulation, or, as
he puts it, between input and output. Ring
reminds us that budgeting for serials "off
the top" (that is, pri6r to-making subject
allocations) is certain to lead to unbalanced
collections, and he rightly discourages
budgeters from supposing that there is a
correct ratio of serial-to-monographic ex-
penditure. l,owry describes a mXtrix model
ior departmentai allocation of the material
budget using a small number of differen-
tiallf weightid variables, each normalized
as a percentage of the institutionwide total
in each category.

Regardless of budget method, knowing
what materials cost and getting that knowl-
edge at a bearable price are crucial to col-
le&on develop-"it offi"".r. Lynden (C)
describes the very limited information now
available on the cost of academic boola
and calls for national librarv associations to
create book and serial phce indexes by
subject for their countries'output. Griebel
traces the development of the several cost
and price indexes of German books and
notes the biases and limitations of each.

Despite this flurry of publication, the
literature stilllacks descriptions of suicess-
ful budget models that link expenditure,
collectio-n goals, and collection achieve-
ments (goals that have been reached) in a
rational and clear fashion.r In the current
environmen! this is an urgent desideratum.

Snnrer,s euo rrrE EcoNoMrcs oF
Scnolenrv PUBLTCATIoN

The literature here has moved bevond
alternately doleful and outraged recita-
tions ofprice hikes and now offdrs substan-
tial analvses of their economic causes,
making it possible to imagine remedies for

ual rewards (tenure for researchers; profit
for publishers) so outweigh each indi-
viduil's share in the common loss (inability
oflibraries to purchase all the wanted lii-
erature)that market forces will never cor-
rect the situation. Libraries compound the
problem by attempting to build compre-
hensive coilectioni (evin, I might adil, if
the collections are access oriented, with
ferver copies of each ioumal acquired and
more broadlv shared). He doubts that

of scholarly publishing within the acad-

substitute for the hidden subsidy of adver-
tising. She also makes the important point
that the economic issues of scholarly pub-
lication are now inextricably intertwined
with the technological ones-hence the
inclusion in this section of a few more
works on electronic publishing to which
the Sociew for Scholarly Publishing
devoted iti eleventh annual meeting.Y
Strauch (A) raises many of the same issues
as Hunter and defines a librariant utopia
in which "[i]nformation-all of it-is
free."3 Utopia indeed. A more sober
accrcunt ofpotential for the growth ofelec-
tronic access to information is given by
Downes: in the short term (5-7 years),
electronic publication will lead to gains in
efffciency but will not contain costs.

Rice develops implications of the
theme 'from acquisitions to access" in a
future scenario bf predominantly elec-
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tronic publication of scholarly articles: uni-
versitiis will maintain their oram databases
of local research; commercial publishers
and serial vendors will do much ofthe work
to make distant databases transparently
accessible; in-depth access will be created
at the point ofthe article's creation: librar-
ies and computing centers will {it together
in different ways than they do now; and the
archival role oithe librarry wilt decrease in
importance. Arms describes a small-scale
experiment in creating such an electronic
system for information distribution, the
Mercury Electronic Library at Carnegie-
Mellon University, and sketches an inter-
esting model for pa'yrnents across different
zonei of use ofi iext: author, publishea
library user.

CoLLEcrroN E ver,uerror.t eNp
ANALYSIS

Both the need to provide better account-
ability to administrators and the sheer
shortage offunds and space prompt librar-
ians tJlook closely at t}e collecti,ons they
have already assembled. Though pre-
sented to a group ofspecialized librarians,
Richardson! pafer is 

^an 
excellent, concise

introduction to this topic as a whole. Dis-
cussion of the information process in the
scientiftc community and the function of
collection development serves as back-
ground to his description of the uses of
collection evaluation, practical planning
steps, and a variety of rapidly sketched
methodologies. In the same volume,
Fuseler-MdDowell follows up with a &s-
cussion of the use of citation-analpis tech-
niques for collection evaluation, especially
for the evaluation ofperiodical collections,
which includer a rery handy bibliography.

Elzy and Lancaster combine two com-
mon approaches to collection evaluation:
checking holdings against standard bibli-
ographies, and the reverse, testing to see
w-hich titles owned appear in no list (and so
might be of low quality). Use of the two
methods identiffes needed tides and lays
the basis for weeding in one process.

Evaluating a corporate reference col-
lection by loohng at the needs of key clien-
tele--dfrsion-rnikittg executives-bCon-
nor and Dyerfound thit the ideal collection
does not embody a core of materials held

on-site; ownership of items is not an issue;
the librarv relies heavily on referral ser-
vices; and, in view of'the criticality of
timely delivery of information, the library
can bL functionallv redeffned.a This is not
so far from to*" 

'-od"lt 
of the academic

library ofthe future.
Ffiaily, Baker describes an ingenious

method, primarily of interest to librarians
in smaller institutions, to use a tunkey
automation qistem and microcomputer soft-
ware to extact data for collection analpis.

Though attacked persistently and vig-
orously, "the Resear6h Librari'es Groulp
(RLG) Conspectus has emerged as the de
facto instrument for collection description
in the United States and, increas^ingly,
abroad. \4/ith its spread, issues that once
concerned only nf.C, the National Collec-
tions Inventory Project (NCIP), and a few

Matheson describes the generally pos-
itive Scottish reaction to a crash prograrn

realized benefit of performing Conspectus
analvsis is deeper knowledge of local col-
lectitns, andhi looks towarEthe daywhen
maior international collaborative ventures
can be planned around the knolvledge of
collection strengths embodied in the Con-
spectus. Also in the European context,
ileonhard sketches national 

-&fferences 
in
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the organization of research libraries that
have aTfected the impetus toward cooper-
ative collection development, describinq
the possible uses of C6nspectus by Gerl
man research libraries and reporting on its
application in the British Library.

CoorBrurrw AnneNcBuBNrs

Dowd contributes an imoortant overview
of these. Avowing herself an inveterate
categorizer, she presents a four-branch
typology of cooperative programs: (I)
those to extend resources: (2) those to limit
cost by dividing collecting responsibility;
(3) those to improve clients' access and
develop deliverv systems; (4) those to
reducd storage and maintenance (housing
or preservation) costs. She claims the ffrst
will succeed ifcosts are equitably assessed
and realistically estimate-d. Programs of
tl.re second type-e.g.,the RLGGEO geo-
science project reported by DeFelice, or
the longstanding University of Califomia,
Berkeley/Stanford University Latin Amer-
ican cooperative collecting agreements
described by Breedlove-have, she feels,
not yet demonstrated an achievement in
savings when all costs are reckoned in. The
third type ofprogram, encouraged by the
development of national bibliographic
databases and liberalized interlibriy ioan
procedures, represents to her the most
signiftcant and substantial beneffts of
cooperation. Sn)rderand Shapiro report on
one such program, involving a mix of On-
line Computer Library Center (OCLC)
and RLG' Iibraries, 

"irri"d 
out'by the

eleven members (the Big Ten univeisities
plus the University of Chicago) of the
Committee on Institutional Cooperation.
National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) preseruation grants represent
Dowds f6urth kind of plogram. She calls
for more attention to the nlational Dreser-
vation program s directions and obj^ectives
now that fun&ng has becrrme available.

The Conspectus' original aim, accord-
ing to Mosher, was to facilitate local and
consortial planning by providing an infra-
structure for cooperative effods. He calls
for a new mytholory going beyond inter-
institutional cooperation, proposing in-
stead the notion ofindividual collaboration
among small communities of bibliograph-

ers scattered among different libraries. He
encourages us to view librarianship as an
entelprise having "culture rather than
structure at its base," and, as cooperative
collection developers, to evolve mutually
desirable interdependencies.5 He cites the
Conoco Study of German and Geologr
selectors as an example of the formation of
such communities of collaboration.

SELECTIoN, DESELECTION, HoUSING,
AND PRESERVATION

All these activities (which, with the excep-
tion of the last, form the core activifies 

-of

classical collection development) do the
same thing: provide pirysical access for
users who wish to consult an item once it
has been identifted. Atkinson (A) notes the
potential for conflict between collection'derrelopers 

and preservationists. Although
both aim to secure access to what he calls
the representational ideal (i.e., all that has
been written on all relevant subiects),
developers select predominantly onjudg-
ment ofpotential use by current clientele,
rvhile preservationists use scarce funds to
o."r"ri" demonstrablv low-use materials.
the synthesis of which his title speaks can
occur because new technologies for pres-
ervation (mass storage of texts on film or
digital media) give us "the opportunity to
achieve a limited, retrospective version of
collection development's most cherished
goal, the representational ideal.'6 In an
important aside, Atkinson notes tiat this is
different from the long-term transmission
of the written record-that libraries have
assisted in up to now. Libraries, as part of
a larger machinery of texhral validation,
have always suppressed many more texts
than they have preserved. We can now
Dreserve a far more complete record "of
ivhat was thought by the w?iter, rather than
bv readers. to be worth retention."T

In technology Atkinson sees a way to
avoid making what amounts to deselection
decisions ufien items are not preserved,
but Broadus (A), in a &fferent context,
echoes what I might call the nostalgia for
completeness in his anxiety that, having no
sure $'ay ofjudging future readers'wants,
we are on shalsy ground at best when we
weed our collections. He cites himself (B)

to the effect that humanities scholars are
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likely to use materials from all branches of
knorivledge, not from their narrow special-
izations. Woe to the weeder who works in

trimming science-periodical collections.
Miller aird O'Neill review some earlier

larqe serial lists. Hunt reports a similar
for-mula that calculates an institutional cost
ratio for titles, based on factors such as
costs for subscription, interlibrary loan,
and staffing, in 

^addition 
to local use.

Review of titles with high cost ratios led to
cancellations that cut subscription costs 46
percent and foregone use by only 8 p_er-
cent. Wible combines citation studies
based on local faculty research, swePt use,
and Institute for Scientific Information
(ISI) impact factor to arrive at serials can-
cellationJ. His results show that the labor-
intensive gathering of local data rms
necessary to avoid serious deselection
errors that would have resulted from reli-
ance on ISI data alone. Zipp and Kiaer
propose an intermediate zone ofiournals
lconstitutine. according to their hypothe-
sis. the buik of titlesi that are'rieither
peripheral norpart ofthe core. Theyfound
that, for these journals, the major owner-
ship functions--current awareness and
article retrieval-could be fullilled more
cost-effectively by provi&ng tables of con-
tents to local useis and relying on a vendor
to supply only those articles that are
wanted.

A whole isute of Reference Librarian,
edited by Pierce, is devoted to the special
problems of weeding and maintaining ref-^"rence 

collections; iany of the essays ate
of broader interest and implications'
Truett suweyed fourteen libraries, aca-
demic and public, and found a low level of
basic knowledge conceming the collec-

tions. Few institutions klow even the size
of their collection, use studies are uncom-
mon, andlibraries tendnot to havewritten
oolicies for collection review. Biggs sum-
in^rir"t her earlier research, wh'ich indi-

basis. librarians can create reference col-

could be trimrned by one-third by setting
the minimum level of use for retention at
once in ftve years.

Much of the literature on selection is

model does suggest a framework for selec-
tion decision mahng that is of some inter-
est. Kovacs applies a model borrowed from
theories of idministrative behavior to
describe selection decision making in case
studies drawn from libraries of all kinds.
Unfortunately, the model obscures rather
than illuminites the differences in practice
in the various settings.

STAFFTNG aND Onceurzeuon

A useful complement to Osbum's histori-
cal survey of the Iiterature of collection
developnient in general is Hayt review of
subject specialisis in academic libraries.
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Starting with the language and area spe-
cialists called for as part of the nation's
defense program duringWorldWar II and
continuing to include the specialists hired
to cover bioad academic fields, Hay charts
the successes of, and resistances to, the
subject specialist model inAmerican, Brit-
ish, German, and Third World libraries.
He concludes that shdnking resources
make this model more, rather than less,
appealing.

One of the major resistances to subject
specialization in America, as in England,
has been that it crosses the traditional
functional division of responsibilities;
Schad addresses this issue, noiing that col-
lection development integrates 

"work 
and

staff across functional boundaries. As a
result, it has not yet found its organiza-
tional niche: dual-responsibility selectors
often fail to balance their *ork between
collection develooment and other activi-
ties, and they feel unsupported by their
organizations. To create a more effective
organizational context for these selectors,
Schad advocates the use of matrix manage-
ment, in which the traditional hierarchy is
overlaid by explicit lateral lines of author-
ity; he offers a six-point plan for action to
overcome the inherent inefffciencies of
matrix organization.

Bullard builds on Schad: selectors nat-
urally form anarchic tribes, ranging later-
allv across the closelv watched frontiers of
functional &visions,'and, just as naturally,
are therefore regarded as intemal enemies
by the guar&ans of hierarchy. He calls on
Iibrary administrators to back up their rov-
ing selectors when "hierarchical reten-
tiv:es" find their territory invaded, or even
colonized.

More concretely, ]asper supplies good
lists of expectations that need to be met by
rt unageti in order for dual-assignment
select"ors to oerform both selectin and
reference furictions well. Key recommen-
dations are mechanizing as much of the
selection process as possible; giving selec-
tors autonomy and deman&ng from them
accountability; and providing centralized
leadership for collection development.

Probably no organizational structure
can guard effectively against the failure to

acquire nondisciplinary or interdiscipli-
nari works, as ilescribed by Metz ind
Foltin. Their recommendation is to assign
speciftc responsibility for the former to
p"rt-ume s-electors ind to give regular
selectors broad latitude to acquire books in
the latter category even when they fail to
fall into the customary disciplinary per-
spectives.

Nnw DrnBcrroNs

At times, there do seem to be new things
under the sun. In opening this essay, I
spoke of a functional convergence being at
hand, ofbooks and computers (used here
as shorthand for microprocessors, storage
devices, and communi6ation networks) 

-as

technologies for the storage and manipu-
lation of texts. When this occurs and is
widespread, a new system for the storage,
distribution, and use of scholarly resowces
will have been bom. Precisely what it will
be like is still unclear, but collection devel-
opers will be working as part of it, and its
bioad outlines are beginning to be discern-
ible. They were the subject ofthe Institute
on Collection Development for the Elec-
tronic Library organized by Sam Demas

collection development in a new environ-
ment of scholarly communication and pro-
duction. Because the presentations have
already been summarized by Guappone,
Shapiro, and Bullard, and analyzed in mas-
terful fashion by Hayes, there is no need to
do so hele. Initeatl, nly focus will be to
contrast two visions, partially disj unct, par-
tially converging-one that of a collection
administratoi; t-he other, of a computer
scientist.

Athnson (B) &fferentiates information
in electronic form from that in printed
books, above all because the former is
mutable; only the latter inherently pos-
sesses the stabiliw that he believes is nec-
essary for communication to occur. He
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stresses the communication across time
that libraries have specialized in, that is,
preservation of the historical record. Def-
inition of the record is "one of the library's
primary social and epistemological func-
tions" and is the core rationale for collec-
tion management.e Amid much talk of
access as a substitute for purchase, Athn-
son warrrs strongly that libraries must not
assume the role of merely switching point,
but must rather fulfill thelr tra&tioiil role
of stabilizing a selected body of informa-
tion. (Glicksman also insists on the library's
role in preserving information in an envi-
ronment of flux; Brown expresses similar
concerns for the capture and cataloging of
electronic information flows, avoidin-g #hat
Hayes calls the "loss of h'ace of intellectual
development.")10 Atkinson describes three
central functions for the librarv in the on-
line setting. First is mediationi the id,entr-
ffcaUon of needed information. Second is
what he calls primnry record deJinition,
which corresponds to traditional collection
development-: the creation of a stable and
carefully selected database of online pub-
lications in a sort of safe haven from the
world of electronic ephemera. Last is sec-
ondnry record definition. This is a new
function of the library; like Rice, Athnson
sees the library as the vehicle to upload
new contributions to a shared database, in
effect replacing commercial publishers.

Athnson, th"en, sees textr-rai stabiliw and
selectivity as the primary concem of ad*in-
istrators of electronic collections and text
mutability as the primary danger to the
coherence ofthe historical record. Nelson
proposes an altemate electroniffcation of lit-
erature, exploiting the possibilities for inter'-
connection and recombination among texts
in rvhat he calls a docuverse. Rathei than
impose a second tier of document abstrac-
tion on top of the texts themselves, as has
traditionally been done by libraries, he
suggests retuming to a system in which
each text is avoice in unmediated dialogue
with many others. References back ind
forth between documents create the navi-
gational tools for readers and writers.
SelectMty and the deffnition of the record
plays a far less important role or, rather, is
generated by the users themselves. Atkin-
son, however, would probably be in sym-

pathy with Nelson's objective: "a coherent,
stable world for a uniffed, lasting literature
. . . a reasonably static landscapl that can
be seen through any ofthe new, dynamic
electronic winf,ows."ll

In concluding, let me remark that the
underlying issues here are not about tech-
nologies of communicating and recording
knowledge, but about practices andvalues.
The enormous base of knowledge re-
corded in books is not going to b6 con-
verted to electronic format anvtime soon.
and even if it were, books would be the
technology of choice for many uses and
users. Books are us.

The introduction ofthe technology of
writing in Greece may serue as a compari-
son for our present state. Four centuries
after the Greeks learned to write, oral tes-
timonywas needed to con{irm written con-
tracts in legal disputes. Writing simply did
not seem to them superior to memory and
speech as a way ofrecor&ng the past. And
Plato was not alone among his contempo-
raries when, in a fable, he had the Eg,ptian
hng Thamus remark to the inventor of
letters that his invention, far from being an
elixir of memory would "produce forlet-
fulness in the minds of those who leam to
use it, because they will not practice their
memory.-12

There is no reason that the power of
computers may not be harnessed to meet
the objectives of collection administration
as articulated by Athnson. and it will surelv
be one of the main tasks of collection
development to lend our erpertise to the
design and maintenance of electronic col-
lections of record. If we succeed in this
task, which can only happen if there is
broad social consensus on its value, we
haven't any reason to side with Plato and
the pessimists and think that our collective
obliviousness is doomed to be multiplied
as our collections migrate to other media.
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United States paper strengthening is still
considered an exlerimenti techriolog'.

PREsERVATIoN REPLACEMENT

With the size of the budges devoted to this
work nationally, the number of articles about
projectsand issues surrounding ihe replace-
ment of embritded texts with microTorms
and, more recently, preservation photo-

Swartzell).
DeCandido presents a formula for

determining when searching for replace-
ments is cost-effective and notes two pos-
sible reasons to omit searchinq from-the
preservation replacement worli flow The
irst reason 

"ond"rnr 
single-subject replace-

ment projects in which sample searching
identiffts 

-few 
hits, probablv iecause littE

previousworkhasbein done in that subject.
In this case the number of titles found does
not justify the staff time to ftnd them. The
second reason is most relevant to projects
for which most or all replacemens would
be from a single substandard source-for
example, an underdeveloped country. In
this case, rarely mentioned publicly, it
might be preferable to make redundant
reproductions because, DeCandido as-
serts, the quality or completeness of the
extant reproduction is less than what can
be produced from onet own original.

Lockhart and Swartzell demonstrate
that price should not be the only criterion
for s6lection of a microfflm sewi6e bureau.
Other factors include "experience in film-
ing bound books, turnaround time on ship-
rn6nts, ability to meet stated deadline's,
tumaround time on corrections, shipping,
and communication (both written and
oral) which cannot be underestimated [sic]
in the comparison and evaluation of ven-
dors."lo

Oakley provides a comprehensive review
of copyrigirt legislation nf"*i"g replace-
ment of library-owned titles. For the cur-
rent complex system of permissions, he
outlines a number of possible solutions for

simplifying and standardizing the obtain-
ingbf ferinission from coplright owners.
Factors contributing to the complexity of
determining and conforming to relevant
legislation include potential .iithdrawal of
originals after reformatting and choice of
medium (including electronic database)
used for the replac6ment.

Fortunately for most preservation pro-
grams, as Oakley states, if the program is
simply replacing irreparably deteriorated
items with copies, "the statutory obstacles
will be relativelvlow. If. on the otherhand.
the goal is to Luild an online datalile of
current material . . . t-here will be another
set ofconsiderations and the barriers will
be signiftcant."ll It is shown that traditional
one-for'-one presewation replacement does
not pose serious copyright problems; only
when libraries begin to compete with pub-
Iishers in the national or intemational distri-
butionof information online willwe risklegal
complaint. Articles by Bourke, Holley, and
Gwinn take historical views ofthe progress
and outlook for major microfilming efibrts.

NBwrn REFoRMAT-flNG
TEcHNoLoGIES

For several years, since the popularization
of personal computers, automated public
cataloqs in libraries, and demonstration
projecls for digital and optical storage in
various formats, the preservation commu-
nity has considered itselfpoised to adopt
some computer-based technology to suc-
ceed (and presumably to improve upon)
microforms to preserve utterly deterio-
rated texts. This year papers sponsored by
the Commission on Preservation and Ac-
cess explore possibilities.

Lynn and the Technolog, Assessment
Advisorv Committee of the Commission
have asJembled a useful glossary of terms
the committee feels are aiplicable to pres-
ervation and access of library materials.
The glossary is not a value-neutral work;
indeed, it "is highly selective (and even
highly subjective) in its choice of terms to
include, and very much slanted towards
the use and impact of digtd technolo-
gles.-I2 As such, it prom6tes the com-
mittee's goals in encouraging the nationt
libraries to convert collections to digitd
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technology. The report begs the questions
raised nvh'en the original firmat 6f library
materials is such that replacements will not
serve for research, because it is oriented
toward "the inexorable pressure caused by
the exponential growth of reocrdedknowl-
edge, and the ever-increasing complexity,
costs, and other problems asiociatdd wiih
the storage and &stribution of, and access
to, such information."ls

Another report published by the Com-
mission on Preservation and Access (Lesk)
compares microform reproduction with
di$til technologies qualitatively. Lesk dis-
cusses the benefits and costs of microform
and eight digital technologies. As a conclu-
sion. Gsk rJafffrms the coinclusion of Sub-
committee C of the National Archives and
Recrcrds Service Committee on Preserva-
tion-digital technologies sufficiently cheap
and sufficiendy standardized for large-scale
use in preservatjon programs are not yet
available.ra Microfilm, which may be inex-
pgnsively tlansferred to a digital medium
when the latter technology is more rea&ly
available, is still the recommended re-
placement me&um.

MANAGEMENT oF PRESERvAfl oN
PRoGRAMS

1. the magnitude of its impact on library
operations;

2. the cost of a new program;
3. confusion over rvhat a preservation

program does (is it rare book conser-
vation or massive microfilming?);

4. potential impact on the librarys goals
of public service (do we need to
sequester our collections from use to
preserve them?); and

5.the difffculty of appropriate levels of
cooperation necessitated by coopera-
tive preservation projects.
He concludes that "acceptance of re-

sponsibilities on the part of individual
institutions within a context of goals and
objectives that transcend institutions" is

needed before libraries will be willine to
act.15 In this respect Schmude agrees with
Banks that moral suasion regarding liabil-
ity for the protection ofcultural property
might be a more compelling argument
than the practical necessity of making col-
lections available for use.

Stevens voices a similar plaint. He says,
"basic preservation programs have, for no
good reason, yet to become a reality in
most libraries," and he points a finger at
Iibraries for not incolporating basic pres-
ervation procedures-and policies into their
ongoing programs.lo With some justifica-
tion Stevens claims that manycomponents
of preservation programs are already in
place in most libraries-but they must
upgrade the shlls of existing staff in collec-
tions maintenance and not wait for the
national program to solve all problems.
The theme of moral responsibiliw for pres-
ervation of collectiorx r"-'apnearr ltr Ste,re.rs'
editorial under the headings 'The Obliga-
tions of Libraries" and'The Obligations of
Librarians." Although it is a powe-rful argu-
ment, it has not yet sufffced to inspire most
libraries into pa)4ng more than lip service to
maintenance of their collections, even those
unioue to their locale.

Typical of the Association of Research
Libraries SPEC kits (but with better print
quality than some), Presen)ation Organi-
zation and Stffing (SPEC Kit 160) is a
collection of in-house documents from
library preservation programs, including
their organizational structures, long-range
preservation plans, andlob descriptions of
such presewation positions as program
head (preservation librarian), grants man-
ager, book-repair techniciati, bindery-
preparation clerk, and library conservator.
Even more revealing than these are the six
preservation plans from academic libraries
that document and prioritize existing and
recommended program components. In
them can be seen various strategies ofper-
suasion and reasoning employed to justify
creation and funding offull-scale preserva-
tion programs and to guide preseration
actMties accordingto the goals ofthe insti-
tution.

Atkinson offers his most recent analpis
of the problems of selecting materials for
major microfilming projects. In this article
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Athnson assumes that the scope ofpreser-
vation programs is coterminous with ef-
forts to replace millions of acidic or brittle
volumes in the nation's libraries and con-
tends that wholesale, subject-based, coop-
erative presewation replacement grant
projects are best able to preserve import-
ant research materials foifuture rese-arch.
The two factors ofpoor condition and high
use should not be used to select items fir
preservation replacement, Atkinson appean
to reason, because the least-used items will
never be attended to, though they very
well may be of the most inteiest to ?uturb

E oucettol FoR PRESERVATIoN
PRoFEssroNALS

With the announced closing ofthe Colum-
bia University School of Ubrary Service,
and the unknown future ofits conservation
education programs, the nation is braced
for a severt sitback in the education of
preservation professionals. Nevertheless,
lhe demand for librarians and conservatori

part-time assignment of the work.
A committee of library administrators,

preservation experts, and library school
educators, sponiored by the Commission
on Preservation and Access, has issued a
report concerning the need for training
part- and full-time preservation librariani
and for implementing basic preservation
courses forlll library ichool students. The
eponymous Wye Institute generated the
ideas publishe d as Presen:ation Education
Institute Final Report (Marcum), an effort
to develop a coni"trs,rs on a national ap-
proach to presenation education. Among
the report's recommendations are the fol-

lowing: that the American Ubrary Associ-
ation Committee on Accreditation of
Library Schools require that at least three
hours ofthe core curriculum be devoted to
presenration, that preservation be a com-
ponent of other standard library school
courses, and that in-depth. specialtv pro-
grams like the Columlbia ftogr"tirJ U
encouraged. Retraining of working librar-
ians in the specialty of preservation was a
recognized need, and the task force was
encouraged to develop in-service training
models, iuch as the Berkeley Preservatioi
Implementation Project and the Solinet
project, to address this need. Harris (A-C),
currently director ofthe Colurnbia conser-
vation education programs, outlines in sev-
eral articles the nature of the Columbia
programs and contrasts that approach with
the alterrratives: workshops, seminars, self-
training.

IJsneny BrNorNc

This year saw the publication of the most
important educational rvork on the tech-
niques of library binding since Maurice
Tauber's Lib rary Bi.nding Marwal (I97 2).

The Library Binding Institute (LBI) and
the Libraly of Congress National Preser-

LBl-approved binding techniques.
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Srrre, NerroNAL, AND
IxtnnnerroNAl- PRocRAMS

A positive development in librarypreserva-
tion is increased attention to preseryation at
the state level. nationallv and internation-
allv. Action in the states. whether directed
frdm state libraries or from the ground up
at the regional level, can be seen in several
articles. Gleaves (A-C), Butler and Davis,
t owell, McColgin (B), Morris, and
McCrady (F) report on state or regional
projects, from disaster-response networks
to new legislation mandating permanent
paper for state documents. News items
about developingstatewide efforts are rou-
tinely coverdd Ey ,\bbey Newslelter and
C orxenaation Administration N eu s.

At the national level, the biggest news
may be the passage of loint resolutions in
the House and Senate leading to Public
Law l0I-423 requiring the use of perma-
nent paper for certain govemment doc-
uments.

Articles on the international front in-
clude the activities of the International
Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions as well as r'eports from in&vid-
ual Iibrary preservation programs abroad.
Examples of the latter are Badu, Pacey,
and Kastaly.

GENERAL Torrcs

Many other articles and news items cover
a variety of topics within the ffeld of pres-
ervation. In this ffeld, in which so much
information is transmitted orally, over
electronic mail, or hidden in grant propos-
als, the publication of the ffrst major mono-
graph devoted exclusively to thehistory of
the preservation of library collections is
truly noteworthy. Higginbothams Oar
Past Praeroed: A History of American
Library Presercation, 1876-1910 takes a
scholarly approach, tracing the ffeld from
the beginnings of the American Library
Association (and the professionalization of
Iibrarians), rvhen library economy dictated
careful management of colleciions and
resources, nearly up to World War I. So
many of our current problems and solu-
tions were foreshadowed by Victorian
Iibrarians that this volume presents a novel
view of our own work. It'sheds light on

some binding, maintenance, and repair
practices with rryhich we still contend.

More coordinated attention to Preser-

least in part) from the presewation Press
and news releases.

CONCLUSION

Only a few of the publications cited above
describe the world of library preservation
as many of its practitioners know it: pres-
ervation administrators charged with
keeping collections available for use in
whatever form is most appropriate for the
institution, at costs that are commensurate
with resources, juggling competing collec-
tion needs and values.

More than ten years after ttre establish-
ment of the Preservation of Library Mate-
rials Section, the field of preservation is
still debating fundamental issues.rT A bal-
anced picfure of Iibrary preservation exists
in the fiterature * a *inbtiW rriew, if at all.

that is undertaken goes Iargely unnoticed.

fundamental operating assumptions are
not vet agreed irpon aid basic iesearch is
not lompiete-a profession still embroiled
in an adblescent struggle for identity and
direction.
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The Reproduclion of Librory
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Thomos A. Bourke

receiving more criticism from those who
favor elictronic imaging.3 In addition,
presen ation photocopying and deacidifi-
cation. are increasingly being touted as
alternatives to preservation microlilming
and pernaps even to electronic imaging.
Differences of opinion surround noii,rit
technical issues 6ut also criteria for seiec-
tion of_library materials for preservation
microfilming, preservation pliotocopyine.
electronic imagng, and phyiical coni6*i-
tion. Some controversy has arisen con-
cerning guidelines froni the National En-
dowment for the Humanities (NEH) that
stipulate that NEH fun& be used only for
single-copy preservation microfflming.
Support is growing for a comprehensirL

The debate c\cntinues to rage over
selection criteria for preservation micro-
filming. Strategies advocated include the
clean sweep of all items in a subject collec-
tion, con&tion at the shelf based on the
degree of embrittlement, and condition

THorr,rns A. BounKE is chief, Microforms Division, New york public Library. lnvited paper
received and accepted for publication March 22, 19g1.
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and use based on embrittlement and actual
or anticipated use. This Iatter stratery of
selection, advocated most strongly by Bar-
clay Ogden, University of Califomia Berke-
ley, aiils at mahng immediate maximum
use of available funds for presewing mate-
rial in imminent danger of irreparable loss
while awaiting the arrival of affordable and
practical newer technologies, such as mass
deacidification and electronic storage.

An article appearing in late 1989,
shortly after the release of the new Amer-
ican National Standards Institute (ANSI)

standards for silver, vesicular, and diazo
{ilm, summarized technical issues such as
comparative image stability, technical
comiaubility of iicrographic and elec-
tronic ima$ng media and economic fac-
tors surrounding both preservation micro-
ftlming and electronic imaging.a Many of
the issues raised in this article were dis-
cussed in the literature of 1990.

REPRODUCTION OF I.IBRTIRY
MATERTALS Sncrroru (RLMS)

ACTIVITIES

The chair prepared the 1989-90 annual
report of the Reproduction of Library
Materials Section (Borck). RLMS and the
Cataloging and Classi{ication Section
(CCS)- cosponsored a preconference,
"Bibliographic Control of Microforms," at
the 1990 annual conference ofthe Ameri-

'Preservation, the Common Ground."
Planning continued for the 1991 Atlanta
Annual Conference, where RLMS will
sponsor the program "Managing Library
Photocopying in a Digital Age."

BrBLrocRAPHrc CoNTRoL

Several important issues were discussed at
the 1990 "Bibliographic Control of Micro-
forms" preconference. Topics included
full- versus minimallevel 

-cataloging 
of

microforms, and the possibility that full-
level cataloging might divert money from
increased preservation efforts, and also the
two-tiered multiple-versions approach to
describing different physical manifesta-

preconference prepared by Robert P.
hoiley and fill P^arcf,uck was'scheduled to
appear in the first 1991 issre of Microform
Reolero. A brief report by Holley (A) has
already been published.

The Research Libraries Group (RLG)
has implemented a change to the USMARC
fonruit for Bibliograplic Data ffeld 533
(Reproduction Note) for records indicating
miciolilmed serials or monographic sets or
series. This is the addition 6f i"Unetd m,
which should be usedto describe the dates

Network (RLIN) bibliographic database.
The Association of Research Libraries

master ffle. ARL received the necessary
funding from the Andrew W Mellon
Foundition. ARL is currently using the
services of the Online Computer Library
Center (OCLC) to produce the records.
OCLC began production in fune 1990.
Over the first seven months conversion ol
records was increased gradually. By the
end of lanuary 199 I, OCLC had converted
32,58i records, and it plans to convert
another 200,000 by the end of 199I.
Approximately 61,400 records from an ini-
tiiiconversion bythe Computer Company
between 1987 and 1989 are also available.
The goal is to complete the conversion of
the NRUII monofiraphic records by the
end of 1992.5

The OCLC Preservation Task Force
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holdings statements indicating RLIN
users who ho-ld -specilic items. Bibliog-
raphic_ records for newspapers micro-
fflmed as part of the United States News-
paper Program continue to be entered into
OCLC's database. Holley(B) has prepared
an updated re-port on thii progruni. vitie[o
has described progress on the European
Registel of tvliirolilm Masters. RLi and
Chidwyck-Healey finalized their deal to
have Chaduyck-Healey issue a CD-ROM
version ofthe RLG database ofpreserva-
tion master negatives created o'r,er the past
eightyears bylt Ct collaborative pto"t-
vation efforts. This new tool is entitled
RLIN Preservation Masterffle. The first
edition ofthe Guideto Microforms in print
was issued by its new publisliLer, K. G. Saur
Verl-ag, -a German prrblirhing concern and
a subiidiarv of Bowker.

The Commission on Preservation and
Access awarded a contract to Hazen, Har-
vard College I ibrary, to conduct a study on
the status of the production and biblio-
graphic control oflatin American micro-
fbrms in the United States. Thomas has
prepared an acc\cunt of a project to create
a local microform database at the New
York Public Library. An account of a sim-
ilar project at Texas A&M also has been

Corynrcrrr

The copyright implications of large-scale

ELEcrRoNrc IuecrNG

The Commission on Preservation and

exploration ofthe technical feasibility and
cost-effectiveness of the process, the cri-
teria for selecUng material, and metho& of
recor&ng and accessing the material. The
commission has also issued a report com-
paring digital imaging and pr6servation
microfilming (Lesk). The Commission on
Preservation and Access contracted with
Yale University in November 1990 for a
three-month study to explore the feasibil-
ity of a major, muitiyeat itolect to convert
microfilmed texts to digital images and to
provide access to the cinverted'informa-
tion. A new still-camera and computer to
record and preserve archival materials
were described (Whitaker).

seus Project is an ongoing attempt to amass
a large hypermedia database of materials
pertaining to classical Greece. It will con-
tain Greektexts andtranslations, a Liddell-
Scott Lexicon, color images ofarchaeoloq-
ical sites, and topographlcal maps (CranE,
Heath). Full-text religious texts on CD-
ROM were examined= (Stover), as were
cartographic materials (Armento, Little-
john, and Parker) and multimedia (Des-

Urrows). Applications of electronic imag-
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ing for preservation, which were discussed
atlhe aforementioned ALCTS president's
program, were summarizedby Watson. A
clario.r call for the use ofelectronic imag-
ing in lieu of preservation microfilming
wis sounded (Smith. B). Market accep-
tance of CD-ROM r,vas examined (Nelson,

A, B). A report appeared on implementing
technologGs for optical card, an elec-
tronic-imaging storage medium similar to
sheet microfiche (Corv).

A collaborative pil6t prolect to use sat-
ellite transmission of graphic images
between LC and the Al'ery Architecture
Library at Columbia University in New
york iity is being underwritten by GTE.
This involves the use of lossless comPres-

(Ester).
The Association for Information and

(Kalal).

MtcRoFoRMs IN LIBRAHES

This year's literature included stu&es on
the use of microforms in libraries
(Holloway and Sutton), microform circula-
tion (Aleiander and Page, A), the accep-
tance of microfiche by students (Gabriel

and Flesner), the use levels of microforms in

and Thomas), microform conversion
(Gagne). r'eprint characteristics of vesicu-
lar 

"and 
diazo microforms ("Reprint

Characteristics"), attd microftlm cleaning
(Sleep).

A-rt students developed a wish list for
futuristic microform image retrieval
equipment ("Art Center Students"). Three

scholars gave their views on the research
value of-large manuscript collections in

microform (i{ill, Ilardi, and Stoller).
Interest continued in combating the

oroblem ofblemishes on silver-halide micro-
h'lm, both the well-known redox blemishes,
a sort of microforms measles appearing as

minute reddish rings caused by reduction

oxidation of the silGr in images created on

acquiring rnaintaining, and reproducing a
permanent textual record in an online envi-
ionment was discussed from the collection

development perspective (Athnson, B). The

.,"* 
"dition 

oittl" t ib*w ntsociation's text

on nonbook materials in libraries appeared
(Fothergill and Butchrt).

MrcnocnePIilcs EQUIPMENT

A new motorized-roll microfilm reader

was introduced. The Library Researcher
Gideon 1000, manufactured by Micro-

image Technology, Inc., of Sclaumburg,
Illinois, has a continuous zoom lens giving
I5x-24x magnification.

Researcli Publications announced that

it had been authorized by the U.S. Patent
and Trademark Offfce io add duallevel

blipping to selected patent products it sup-
pli'ei on"microfilm.6 These blip marks will^appear 

on the leading edges ofeach patent
in iccordance with ANSI/AIIM MS8-1988
(Image Mark (Blip) Used in Image Mark
RefiiToal Suslems) and allow the automatic
retrieval uid ptitttlog of an entire refer-
enced patent.
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MIcRoPUBLIsHING

^ A notew-orthy event was the publication
of the autobiographyof Euge.r" B. po*"a
tne tounder ol University Microlilms
Intemational back in IgBg (power). power

Commission on Preservation and Access

Verllg. A history of Saur's micropublishing
activities, written by the company,s presil
dent, appeared (Saur).

Cyclical changes in the economy

The micropublishing industry is tradi-
tionally r.ulneiable in dmes of economic
crisis, when retrospective materials lose
their allure. It now-remains to be seen if
the micropublishing industry will be suc-
cessful in market-ing its retrospective
research collections in a dlfffcult ecbno.y.
The severe economic crisis that befe'll
scholarly micropublishing in 1987 and
1988 crculd well recur.

form publishing c\Dntract appeared (Car-
penter and Carr). A related piece discussed
general library-vendor micropublishing
agreements (Bond). Several articles disl

and controversy (Carpentier, Collins and
Fredett-e, Luebbe, Kidd, pelzman, Rogers,
Snowhill, and Wilson).

PHorocoprERs AND pnotocorytNc

BLMS planned a 1991 program session for
the ALA Annual Conference entitled
"Managing LiblalyPhotocopFng in a Dig-
ital Age. " A study of the increasin! viabilif,,
oI' preservation photocopying of brittlit
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bound volumes as an altemative to preser-
vation microfflming was prepared (Orr).
The role ofphotocoplng services in gen-
erating revenue was addressed (Eisner).
Survey reports on photocopying activities
were produced at CIMTECH in the
United Kingdom (Williams A-C).

PRESERvATIoN MTCRoFTLMING

The ALCTS Preservation Microftlming
Committee has beenone ofthe most active
agents in promoting preservation micro-
fflming according to applicable standards.
An ovErview of its hisi6rv since its estab-
Iishment in 1980 and a syriopsis of its ongo-
ing efforts were given by its past chair
(Gwinn).

RLG and OCLC entered into a coopera-
tive agreement that encourages increased
participation in RLG's presewation pro-
qram. Under the trvo-year agreement
bCLC *itt subsidize program fe"es for eli-

OCLC.
A report onthe preseruation microlilm-

ing woikshops offired by the Northt'nst
Document Conservation Center with sup-
port from the Pew Charitable Trust
ippeared (Swartzburg). A survey of five
leading commercial presen'ation micro-
fflrning sewice agencies was carried out by
the U"niversity 

"of 
California, Berkeley

(Lockhart and Swartzell). MAPS was
acquired by OCLC.8 A report on the pres-
e*-ation microlilminE a-ctirrities of- the
American Theologicafu ibrary Association
appeared (Hurd). Bourke (B) gave a con-
ciirtual overview ofthe currenidivision of
Ia6or between library presewation micro-
filming activities and commercial micro-
publishing. DeCandido (A, B) evaluated-statistical-methods 

for determining the
cost-effectiveness of searching for micro-

of-print market for collection develop-
ment (Barker, Rottman, and Ng). The rec-
ommendation to centrally store presenation
master negatves was examined ("Concept of
a Central Collection').

Princeton University completed the

Proiect. It will last three years, during
*hilch thirteen RLG members will particl
ipate to produce approximately two mil-
lion f.amLs of preservation microfilm.

The Andrew !V. Mellon Foundation

NEH is supplying partial funding in the
amount of $212,000 for the RLG Art Seri-
als Microftlming Project. More than a hun-
dred endangered art and architecture seri-
als published in the late nineteenth and
earlv twentieth centuries will be
reformatted by 1992. Project participants
will also experiment with a centralized
approach to phpical preparation, queuing
iihLIN to iecord itfo"tit to film, frlmlngl
and inspection to minimize costs, ensure
quality, and reduce training needs ofpar-
ticipating institutions. The preservation
micl'ofililingwill be performeld by MAPS.

Patterson' (B ) exafr ined the ettrical con-
siderations in expending presewation
microfilming funds to save pomographic
material. The Holblooks discussed the
preservation microfilming of Massachu-
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setts' vital records. Steuart described a
cooperative preservation microftlming
program in Indiana carried out by the
American Genealogic Lending Library. A
status report on miirofflminghaps at-the
Library of Congress and the National Geo-
graphic Society to document LEnfantt
flaifor the oiitrict of Columbia appeared
(Ehrenberg). Four different accounts
described preservation microfilming
efforts in Europe (Courtot, C; Kastaly;
Poprady; and Weber).

As mentioned above, the controversy
over criteria to select candidates for pres-
ervation microff Iming and physical conser-
vation continues. This conhoversy was
well articulated in two recent LRT3 arti-
cles.g The contoversy has become increas-
ingly heated now as the national preservation
effort seems to be attuned to a more holistic
and c,omprehensive approach to preserva-
tion and bnservation. Iln addition, limited
funds mean that not everything that needs
to be saved can be saved immediately, if
indeed at all. Therefore a set of criteria
needs to be identified in order to establish
what sort of materials should be preserved
and by what method and in which order of
priority. Three articles address these issues
(Atkinson, A; Hazen; and Schmude). A
comparison ofthe merits of deacidification
and preservation microftlming appeared
(McCrady). A related topic is that of
whether electronic imaging should be used
routinely in lieu ofpresen ation microlilm-
ing. Articles appeared favoring the pros
(S"mith, B) andtbns (Webster) olthis posi-
tion. The president of the Commission on
Preservation and Acress defended its posi-
tion of favoring NEH presewation micro-
filming rather than physical conservation
of originals (Battin, and "Pat Battin
Replies").

SreNpenos

Two major ANSI/AIIM standards were
revised (American National Standards
Institute, A, B). ANSI/AIIM MS23-1990
is a revision of what is regarded as the
fundamental standard for producing high-
quality original microimages from source
documentsi It covers ne*ither duplicate
films nor computer-ouput microforms.

ANSVAIIM MS5-1990 is a revision of the
standard for microffche. It takes into
account the improvements, modiffcations,
ar-rd re{inementJ in microffche since it was
last issued in 1985.

ANSI released several relevant stan-
dards (American National Standards Insti-
tute A-G). AIIM issued a new technical
report on facsimile and electronic imaging
(Association for Information and Image

TECHMCAL PRODUCTION OF
Mrcnoponus

The demise of the Kodak MRD-2 micro-
ftlm camera has caused concem for future

Dreservation microfflming operations,
ilthough the Hermann and-Kraemer cam-
era rnu], Iill the need. An article appeared
on howto select a source-document micro-
film camera (Dorfman, B). Qualitycontrol
was also treated (Dorfman, A). A state-
ment on the use of 16-millimeter micro-
film in Denmark was reprinted (Jorgen-

sen). The role of the ALCTS Preservation
Microfilming Committee in fostering
high-quality microforms made to archival
stindards was discussed (Gwinn). Two
microfilm research projects were com-
pletedby MAPS and reportedto the Com-
mission on Preservation and Access. A
report on a project to dev-elop specifica-
tiohs for a composing-reducing camera
(CRC) concluded that crcsts were too high

Research Proiects").
Interest continued in the image quality

and long-term stability of color micro-
forms. The Getty Grant Program awarded

$254,000 to the Commission on Preserya-
tion and Access to supPort a research proj-
ect on the dark stability of color microfilm,
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to be conducted by MAPS, and a demon-
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The Rise in Consumerism: The
Yeor's Work in Seriols, | 990

Jono Lonberger

Major issues and trends in serials managenxent represented in the literature
publlshed durtng 1990 are exarnined. Tdpics coaered include general uorks
relating to serials rnanagernpnt; d,iscussions of the pricing crisis; publishing
and scholady cornmanication; cancellation projects; technologi,cal deoelop-
ments and ahematiaes to print; claiming and replacernent actirsities; acqui-
sitions and collec'tion fuaelopment; cataloging and classification; and serials
reference work. The 1990 serials literature reJlects the profession's attempt
to coms to temw with the ongoing c4sis brought on by spiraling price
increases.

It is clear that we have been in a period of
"rising consumerism" for at least the past
three years. By this statement I mean,
among other things, that rve as librarians
have been working hard to become better
consumers-to Iearn more about the sys-
tem of journal publishing and purchasing
to which we are so closely tied.l

.r.l
I his declaration from a recent article by

Becky Lenzini characterizes the overrid-
ing theme of the 1990 serials literature.
The ovelpowering in{luence of the serials
pricing crisis has forced those involved in
serials management to look beyond the
symptoms and begin searching for the
rindirlying causes if their pre'dicament.
The range of publications reviewed in this
article reflects the search for answers to
our deepening dilemma.

Most worl<s published in Ig90 wele re-
viewed, although a few 1990 journal issues
that appeared in early t99t r.riere not avail-
able for examination. Focus was restricted
primarily to the literature from the United
States; publications deatng with non-U.S.

libraries or issues have for the most part
been excluded. Although articles on pric-
ing issues and the scholarly communica-
tion process have begun to surface in the
literature of other disciplines, time and
space considerations precluded a review of
works outside the Iibraly and information
science field.

GBNSBAT- Wonrs

Two signiffcant compilations of essays
appeardil in 1990. Volume 3 of Aduanies
in Serinls Management is highly recom-
mended reading for all serials specialists
and for any librarian wanting to gain insight
into the publication, control, and use of
serials. Editors Cook and Tuttle have
assembled contributions on a',r'ide range
of topics. Most notervorthy is the chapter
by Dean on serials binding, which includes
illustrated descriptions of present binding
practices and a brief but useful glossary.
Gorman and Associates' Technical Sen:ices
Todny andTomorrow examines past, pres-
ent, and future trends in technical services
work. While &scussion of serials is not the

J,rN,r Loxnuncrn is Head, Serials Control Department, Georgia Institute of Technologr,
Atlanta, Georgia. Invited paper received and accdpted for publica"tion March 22, 1991.
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central focus here, there is much of rele-
vance to serials librarians, such as Kruger's
chapter on serials acquisitions.

Several continuing sources of informa-
tion on serials should also be noted. Clack
and Riddick's "Balance Point" column,
which appears regularly in Seriak Reoiew,
aims at iiesenun! bdanced viewpoints on
a wide range ofthought-provoking topics.
In additionto covering current actir.ities of
the North American Serials Interest
Group, Thp NASIG Naosletter frequently
reports on conferences and meetings of
inlerest to seria]s librarians. The ALA
Yearbook of Library and Information Ser-
aices offers an annual overview ofissues in
serials librarianship; the 1990 essay, which
covers events from the previous year, is
written by Houbeck. For a detailed exam-
ination of 1989 serials literature, see the
review article by Susan Davis.

THE SERIALS PNTCTXC CRISIS

power with the publishing industry.
Bebensee, Strauch, and Strauch apply
econometrics and the crcncept of elasticity
of demand to an examinatioir of publisher
behavior in setting journal prices. Douglas
examines Peter Drucker's vision ol entre-
preneurship management for its applica-
bihty in addressing"the unsettling clrangeq
libraries are presently experiencing. Byrd
maintains thit the t*i.t ctiset of sfiraling
growth and prices ofscholarlyiournals are
indicative of a "distorted economic mar-
ketplace," Libraries' growing reliance on
technological solutions might enable them
to handlJlarser volumes oTinformation at
lower unit 

"J.tt, 
bnt this strategy fails to

address the underlying pattern ofovelpro-
duction and overconsumption.

into domestic versus foreign and commer-

Reoieta, serves avital role as currentaware-
ness services on this hot topic.

PUBLISHING AND SCHOLARLY
COMMUNICATION

The rise in consumerism has also led to
closer scrutiny of the publishing industry

and scholarly communication process'
Papers from two professional meetings
tha:t addressedthese topics were published
in 1990. Presentations irom the Slminarof
the Future ofthe Scholarly Tournal, held
in 1988 at Chapel Hill, werti reproduced in

a 1990 issue of Library Acquisitions: P.rac-
tice {r Theory (I-{?T). Taking a publisher s
perspective, Hunter (B) predicts that the
i,risii *lll have a negative impact on the
current awareness fuiction of t-he scholarly
ioumal. but that the print format will con-
inue to exist. Con'nersiely, Rice foresees the
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extinction of the print ioumal in favor of
online publication databases created and

Although publishers and librarians are not
in agreement on the scholarly journalb
fate, this dialogue reveals two r-ecurring
themes: that Jconomic constraints wiii
force libraries to emphasize ac€ess over
ownership and that electronic technolopy
eventualliiwill transform the knowledge dii-
semination process.

LAPT also published papers from
"Publish or Perish: The Futtire of Journal
CollecUons in Libraries," a program at the
1989 American Library Association (AI.A)
annual conference in Dallas. Stankus (B)

nological advances, stating that advances
in identiftcation, retrieval, and document-
delivery systems are of paramount import-
ance in d'esigning 

" 
n"i, 

""ono*ic 
mldel

for informatilon ihssemination. The estab-

scholarly communication machine and the
fuel that makes it run are also examined in
an entertaining historical account by Car-
rigan. Scholars, publishers, and university
ailministrators al^l have a vested interest in
perpetuating the system, leaving the uni-

versiW library to serve as an information
storehouse aitd as a market for the ever-
growing universe of published material.

Although the focus appears to be grad-
ually moving away from the publishing
industry torvard the author end of the
scholarly communication chain, the prac-
tices of publishers continue to receive
attention. Ulshen and Garfunkel portrav
the roles played by authors, reviewe^rs, e&-
tors, and editorial boards in the iournal
production process. Examining the devel-
opment and production of Enoironmental
Periodicals Bibliography, St. Iohn suggests
that the growing inability of libraries to
maintain comprehensive collections in
particular subject areas makes the function
of indexing tools and other secondary
sources all the more important. Focusing
on the ethics of joumal publishing,
Serebnick and Harter surveyed the editors
of Iibrary and information science journals
to ascertain their attitudes toward such
practices as multiple submission or publi-
cation of manuscripts, "watered-down"
research, and questionable coauthorship.
Although the results were fairly predict-
able, the study revealed that most of the
journals surveyed offer few or no ethical
guidelines for authors.

CAN0ELLATToN PRoJEcrs

The pricing crisis has also contributed to
the growing body of literature focusing on
de-selection, or (to invoke the more nega-
tive but widelv used ohrase) cancellation
projects. TherL are ari increasing number
of tales of painful lessons leamed through
frequent practice, as large rounds ofcan-
cellations have become more cpmmon.

Most cancellation proiects take into
consideration a numb6r of factors; lan-
guage, price, relevance to the curriculum,
publisher reputation, use, coverage in
indexing and abstracting sources, physical
format, local or regional availability, dupli-
cate subscriptions, and faculty rankings are
examples of criteria used in making de-
selection decisions. Use studies seem to be
gaining acceptance as one of the most
effective methods in identi$ring titles for
cancellation. Perhns asserts that across-
the-board cuts and heaw reliance on fac-
ulty opinion are less d6sirable than use
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studies in making cancellation decisions.
Naylor provides i good overview of the
existing literature in describing a use study
at the Science and Engineering Library of
the State University of New York, Buffalo,
that employs the reihelvingcount method.
Naylor also advocates creating a database
of tide and use information that allows for
better manipulation of data as does Wal-
ter. Use studies often are not a viable
option when time is of the essence, but
they can be conducted at a later date to
validate the results of a cancellation proi-
ect, as reported by Bustion and Treadwell.
In a twist on the tlpical use-study method-
ology, Rooke demonstrates that measuring
nonluse of serials can also provide quantii
tative support for cancellation decisions.

Embarking on cancellation projects can
illuminate the pros and cons of various
budget allocation formulas. Biblarz details
Afiznna State University's negative experi-
ences with an unallocated budget, in which
funds are divided by format rather than by
discipline. Tighte; budget restrictioni
have provided the impetus to gravitate
toward sublect allocaUons. Conversely,
Roth contends that allocating by discipline
and gMng departments responsibility for
collection development decisions eventu-
allv results in a verv uneven collection and
thl inability to attract general institution
funds.

Fenske assesses the relative value of
two current awar-eness selices forthe pur--
pose of mahng a cancellation deciiion;
evaluation was based on a number offac-
tors, includingamount of overlap andnon-
overlap, and joumal coverage in relation to
user-group characteristics. In examining
the de-selection literature, Miller and
O'Neill theorize that a journal effective-
ness factor could be constructed by suwey-
ing faculty and using the results io assign
scores to awide range of elements, such as
those enumerated above. Relating a
journal's cost to its impact on the fteld for
which it exists could then be used in mak-
ing appropriate de-selection decisions.

AUToMATED SvsrBus lNp
AlrenxerrvE Fonuers

There rvere fewer articles about automated
serials s;ntems and their implementation in

1990 than has been customary in recent
years. Descriptions of migrations from one
s)6tem to another are beocming more
commonplace. The transfer of Hamilton
College's serial records from the Online
Computer Library Center (OCLC) Local
Data Record format to the USMARC-
based VTLS system, as described by
Chickering, Strozik, and Gulbenkian, is a
good example of this phenomenon. Gold-
berg and Burton provide an account ofthe
University of Louisville's NOTIS imple-
mentation and its effect on the workflow
of the serials-cataloging section. Bibliofile
andCD-CATSS, two CD-ROM products,
are reviewed by Jacs6 for their *itaUitity
in supporting retrospective conversion
projects. Factors to consider rvhen pur-
i,h"iing CD-ROM-based catalogs include
hit ra6, record quality, search 

-flexibility,

downloa&ng capabilities, and customiza-
tion options. Jacs6 views such products as
viable altematives to online cataloging
sernces.

It could be argued that alternative for-
mats (online databases, CD-ROMs, and
other alternatives to print) are all serial in
nature and therefore merit inclusion in a
review of the literature on serials. A
detailed examination of this subject would
go farbeyondthe scope ofthis paper. Con-
sequently, only a small portion of the rele-
vant literature has been selected for
revlew.

In 1989 I-oyola University loaded Brai-
ness Periodi.cals Inder, Social Sciences
Index, and Humnnities lnil.ex into alocd.
ffle on its online catalog. The imme&ate
effect on services, staf{ing, and collections
at two campus libraries ii the subiect of a
paper by Bakowski and Moeckei. Their
study revealed that questions at the peri-
o&cal desks of both libraries increase? 82
percent in the {irst three months lollowing
implementation, and a substantial amount
of lime was devoted to user training. On-
line searching and interlibrary loan activi-
ties were also significantly affected.
Managerial and budgeting concerns inher-
ent in the implementation of stand-alone
reference services in microform, CD-
ROM, optical disk, or diskette format are
addressed by Hernon and Heisser. Some
of the factors that management must con-
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Libraries' (CARL) UNCOVER database,

11 two separate articles, Delsey and
Riddick offei different views of iecent

erence model, which provides a frame-
work for standard inteifaces, is breahng
down technological barriers and will have
a signiffcant effect on the production and
dissemination of serials literature. Riddick
links the development of artiffcial intelli-
gence to the evolution of serial publica-

sophisticated enough to manipulate the
data and offer valid conclusions. The infor-
mation specialist will continue to serve an
intermediate role by assisting researchers
in the creation of neq machine-created
knowledge.

Cr,erlrrlrc AND REpLACEMENT fssuEs

The automation of claiming functions is
enabling libraries to streamiine this labor-
intensive activity. It is also exposing librar-
ians to charges of irresponsibiliw from
vendors and iublishers wio contend that
they are being inundated with unveri{ied
claims. Carlson (B) conducted a study at
the Medical University of South Caroina
to ascertain the impact of automation on
claiming activity and found that only 16
percent ofclaims sent were erroneous or
premature. She concludes that the key to
responsible automated claiming lies in
incolporating well-designed reviJ" proce-
dureJ into the process. In a look 

-at 
the

ethics of clai-i.tg from the viewpoint of
both library and publisher, Carlson (A)
again touclies on t-he topic of premature
and excessive claiming but examines other
issues as well, including publishers'claim-
ing restrictions and the practice ofignoring
first claims, the publishers' obligation in
notifying subscribers of changes in fre-
quency and publication schedules, and
libraries' claiming of issues received but
subsequently lostl In describing a meth-
odology for electronic transfer of claims to
a European vendor, Rhine asserts that this
is a muih more efficient means of acceler-
ating delivery of missed issues than send-
ing claims by airmail delivery. Data
collected in a studv bv Fairbanks on claim
rates for exchangei and subscriptions indi-
cated that the number of claims appears to
be determined not bythe method of acqui-
sition but rather by the ease and effective-
ness of communication between library
and supplier.

The oft-neglected subject of replacing
lost or stolen periodical issues qenerated
three significant articles. Poinissa pro-
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vides a thorough discussion ofthe proce-
dures, problems, and issues unique to
ordering ofreplacement issues. She notes
that the re{inement of document delivery
systems has had a positive effect on the
ability to obtain articles more quickly from
off-campus sources, thereby making own-
ership of complete periodical runs less
imperative. Barker, Rottman, and Ng
report on the merger of out-of-print and
reilacement functions into one- central-
iz6d unit at Berkeley and provide an
appendix of sources and tools of the trade
foi out-of-print and replacement work. A
unique, low-cost alternative to the practice
of tipping in replacements for mutilated
pagesis discrib6d by Collver. Hypothesiz-
ing that being "ripped off is a good pre-
dictor of future reader interest, the serials
department at the State University of New
York, Stony Brook, devised a "rip-off'ffle
of copies of articles reported as missing
from their bound periodicals collection.
Material from high-risk titles or subject
areas can then be placed on reserye or
ordered in micr oformat.

ACQUISITIONS AND COLLECTION
DEVELoPMENT

In addition to the aforementioned essaybv
Kruger, several works deserve mention in
a discussion of the serials acquisitions and
collection development literature. Presen-
tations from the 1989 College of Charles-
ton Conference, edited by Marsh, appeared
in volume 14. number 3. of LAPT. The con-
ference theme, "Remembrance of Things
Past," was an attempt to come to grips with
the fundamental changes taking place in
the scholaly cornmunication chain. This
meeting generally has much to offer for
serials acquisitions and collection develop-
ment librarians; topics included the pub-
lish-or-perish syndiome, the peer-re-view
process, copyright and antitrust issues,^bidding, 

und'ord"ring dtrect. Agairut the
Grain, a nervsletter edited by Strauch, is
an excellent current awareness source fea-
turing news from the acquisitions and pub-
lishing arena. It includes "Bet You Missed
It," a regular column devoted to summa-
rizing relevant articles from nonlibrary sci-
ence joumals such as Science.
Understanding the Business of Acquisi-

tions, a new AI-A publishing imprint
edited by Schmidt, foc-uses on tf,e mecha-
nisms that govern the creation and dissem-
ination of information. Broken into five

library profession.
Sevelral authors identilied tools for selec-

tion of serials. Komorous looks at sources for
accessing Canadian periodicals and newspa-
pers . Suggesting that the periodical literature
of American organizations is poorly repre-
sented in most liEraries, Block iecolirmehds
we of Encyclopedia of Associations and its
companion publication, Association Peri-
odtc:ats, to identify titles that vtould add
depth to a collection. Detong's ongoing
column in Serials Ra;icu, indexes reviews to
serial publications in approximately 180 jour-

ing tra&tional collection evaluation meth-
odi with relational database technology.
Sauer reports on a study indicating that
unused periodical issues'will contiriue to
receive little or no use when bound or
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accounts of The Great Speckled Bird bv
Gabb, and the San Francisco Oracle bv
Cohen are two of the better offerings. Sen'-
als Reaieu also publishes two columns of

ROM Profeseional arc excellent sources of
information and reviews on CD-ROM
products; a review of general periodical
indexes in CD-ROM f6rmat b| Tenopir
and Smith can be found in the latter.

Crrer,ocrNc AND CLAssrFrcATIoN

The issues of format integration and form
of entry were recrurent tiemes in the lit-
erature pertaining to cataloging and classi-
fication 

-of 
serialsi. Papers 1y-McCallum,

Stephen Davis, Bales,'and iibbs from an
ALA program on MARC format intega-
tion are reproduced in an issue of lnforma-
tion Technolngy ancl Libraries. Evans
views format integration as a means of
describing the "seriality' of any title,
regardlesl of physical 

'format. 
Mering

relates l-ouisiana State Universiw's consid-
eration ofreverting to latest-entry catalog-
ing and the implications for its use in an
automated serials control system, and
Turitz reviews the ongoing debate over use
of uniform titles for serials. Cole builds on
his earlier discussions of the Library of
Congress (LC) guidelines regarding uni-
forni titles and ierials entriei in gJneral
and recommends construction of u"niform
titles and title-added entries according to
intemationally accepted provisions as- an
alternative to present U.S. practices.

Two articles address online cataloging
issues. Van Avery compares the merits of
retrospective conversion projects, \t/hich
make heary use of machine matching of
records, with the more labor-intensive
practice ofrecataloging. She suggests that
retrospective conversion projects defeat
the pulpose ofshared cataloging by failing

to contribute to the updating of national
bibliographic databases. In a study com-
paring blbliographic data from current
journal titles with their corresponding rec-
ords in OCLC, Soper found that a substan-
tial percentage of OCLC recor& contain
inaccuracies, indicatine that automation of
serials cataloging dati might not have a
positirre impact on record accuracy.

Other topics covered include Bross'
review of obiectives to be considered in
determining "an appropriate classi{ication
scheme for a periodicals collection. Dev-
elopments that have precipitated the mul-
tiple-versions contrbversy are identifted by
Graham. Berman describes the evolution
of Penn State University's policy on the
cataloging of conference publications.
Glasby o'plores popular "fashions" in seri-
als cataloging from Charles Cutter to the
Anglo-American C ataloguing Rulzs, sec-
ond edition (AACR2), and Williams pro-
vides an overview of serials-cataloging
topics from 1988, based onLC futle Inter-
pretations (LCRI), Cataloging Sen:ice
Bulletin announcements, developments
rvithin the ALA, and published liteiature.

Serials catalogers will also want to make
note of Leong's Serials Cataloging Hand-
book: An Illustratiae Cuide to the Use of
AACR2and LC Rule Intelpretations. Uti-
lizing the case-method approach, I€ong
combines title-page facsimiles, biblio-
graphic records, and MARC-tagged work
forms, along with applicable AACR2 rules
and LCRI, to illustrate problem areas in
serials cataloging. In addition to a topical
index the handbook also includes indexes of
AACH2 nrles and LCHI cited in the text,
making this a handy desktop reference tool.

PuBLrc Snnvrcns

The examination of serials work from a
public-services viewpoint is often lachng
in the serials literature, but thanks to a new
monograph and a double iswe of Th.e Ref-
erence Librarian devoted to serials refer-
ence lvork, this topic r,vas well represented
in 1990.

Pucciot Serials Reference Work is
intended to be a practical guide to the tools
and techniques of the trade; an impressive
number of standard reference sources are
described, and extensive bibliographic
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notes suggest further reading. Technical
services personnel will find the discussions
of the tichnical aspects of serials work
rather simplistic, but Pucciot pulpose is to
emphasize the impact oftechnical process-
ing ofserials on reference work.

Three articles from Th.e Reference Li-
brarian focus on the information-seeking
behavior of academic Iibrary users. Baxter
theorizes that the unmet}odical search strat-
egies of social science faculty can have a
negative influence on their students, who
often lack the skills required to seek out and
evaluate information. Blandy denounces
the reference librarian's tendency to dis-
courage undergraduate research on hot
topics"and pro[o."r a means of supple-
menting the usual popular periodicals col-
Iection with house organs and junk mail to
help students discover the complexities of
theie current affairs issues. A cbmparison
of the information needs of undergrad-
uates versus graduate students and faculty
is offered by Taylor. Because undergrad-
uate courses often stress the learniig of
research shlls, undergraduates commonly
need background information on broad
sublects. Undergraduate Iibrary users :ue
therefore often ill served by the Iarge
research librarv. which concentrates its
energies on addressing the needs of the
experienced researcher.

Widely available online access to serials
bibliographic and holdings information is
having a profound effect on staffing pat-
tems and is challenging public-services
personnel to modi$,their approach in pro-
viding service to library users. In their arti-
cles, Rast and Berfucca refer to the blur-
ring oftraditional lines between technical
and public-service functions and to the
recognition ofthe value ofttre serials spe-
cialiii as interpreter of records and pro-
vider of quality service. The need for ref-
erence librarians to familiarize themselves
with the unioue characteristics of biblio-
graphic recor-ils for serials, local cataloging
practices, and search strategies for suc-
cessful retrieval of information from the
online catalog is stressed in articles by
Decker, Benson, and Mueller and Whitta-
ker. Using the Association for Computing
Machinely Special Interest Group (ACM
SIG) publications as a particularly effec-

assesses the impact ofpublic access to seri-
als control information on reference
service.

Several articles examine the provision
ofquality reference sewice through use of
seri'al sources. Emphasizing the c6mplexi-
ties and labor-intensive nature ofproviding
reference serwice to perio&cals, Pinzelik
details the bewildering maze a user must
navigate in order to gain access to a Peri-
odical. Sucress requires much persistence
and patience on the part ofboth librarian
and user. Burns takes a more humorous
approach to illustrating the trials and trib-
ulations of reference work with periodi-
cals. Work reviews the availability of
United States Newspaper Program data

tion discourages their use, according to

describe Memphis State University's train-
ing prog:ram, which is intended to acquaint
stffi *iih periodicals' public-sewiciwork
and to fostler a better public-services phil-
osoohv. Zackev's brief annotated biblio-
gr itti, o" thd rehtionship between ref-
Ereircb *ork and serials provides useful
suggestions for fi-rther reading on this topic.

Mrscnr.r,,rNne

The pricing crisis seems to have tipped the
attention of serials specialists torvard the
author-publisher end ofthe scale and away
from vendors and their intermediary role
in the dissemination of information. Nev-
ertheless, a few authors addressed vendor-
related issues. Most noteworthy is Barkert
article on the unbundling ofvendors' ser-
vice charges. Unbundlirig, as defined by
Barker, is the selling of individual services
by vendors, in.order to give their custom-
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The topic ofstandards was the subject of
t'uvo excellent contributions from Postle-
thwaite and Tseng and others. Postlethwaite

in acquisitions, binding, circulation, inter-
library loan, and resiurce-sharing func-
tions. The Committee to Study Serials
Standards (a committee of the Serials Sec-
tion, Resources and Technical Services

and support of International Standard

simulations eliminate the expense and
uncertainty of online demonstrations.

A few articles on storage, maintenance,
and security issues as they relate to serials

the creation of a temporary storage facility
for low-use serials at the same"location.
The effect of these measures on public
service is considered at length in both art-
icles. An accounting of.a Brlck UniversiW
project to clean anil mend a serials micro-
fflm collection ls offered by Sleep.

As mentioned in the introduction. the
serials literature focusing on non-U.S.
practices was not reviewed in depth, but a
small sampling of these articles 

-fro'n 
The

Seriak Librarian is mentioned here. The
effects of a severe economic downturrr and
foreign trade restrictions on the purchase
of periodicals at the University of Ghana
are detailed by Kedem. Ali laments the
Iack of native information infrastructures

pares serials processing routines at
England's Leeds Universitywith serials ad-
ministration at Cornell.

CoNcLUSIoN

A review ofthe 1990 serials literature clearly
reveals the extent to rvhich the disease of

more misery ahead, but we seem to be
headed in the right direction.
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Letters
From Mary E. Jackson, Co-editor,
Adoances in Presen:ation and Access,
Philadelphia:

Proposals for contributions to volume 2
of Adoances in Presensation and Access, a
new annual published by the Meckler Cor-
poration, are invited by co-editors Barbra
Buckner Higginbotham (Brooklyn College)
and Mary E. Jackson (University of Penn-
svlvania). Individuals are asked to submit
on"-pug" abstracts for papers on current
topics on library preservation, conserva-
tio'n, and related iccess issues, including
education, cooperation, standards, man-
agement, and technique. The abstract
s[ould contain the name, address, tele-
phone (voice and fa.x) ofthe potential con-
Libuto.' brief biographical da:ta and a 250-
word abstract. In order to be considered for
volume 2 all proposals must be received no
Iater than li-,ly-l, 199I. Persons whose
papers are acrcepted will be notified no
later than September 30, 1991;
(2,500 to 3,000 words in length)will

paPers
be due

fanuary 1, 1992. Mail proposals to Mury E.
Tackson, Co-editor, Adoances in Presen;a-
iion andAccess. 431 E. Allens Lane, Phila-
delphia PA 19119-1104; Voice phone:
2151898-7558; FAX: 2L5/898-I471; E-
mail: BB.MEf@RLG.BITNET.

From Gerard B. McCabe, Director of Li-
braries, Clarion University of Pennsylva-
nia:

Re Karen A. Schmidt's leadoff article in
LR?S 35, no.l (fan. 1991)

She remarla on page 20 that the Univer-
sity of Michigan Ubrary School has pro-
duced a larger number of graduates worhng
as acquisitioru librarians than other libra4,

schools. In my view there is no puzzle
about this: it's more the influence bf the
library and its internship program than
anythine else. I was a library service
scholar"and fellow at the University of
Michigan assigned to the Order Depart-
ment, as it was known then. But prior to

meant receiving training under such nota-
ble bibliographers as R. C. Stewart and
Mona Easi. No question about it, it isnt so
much the library school as the library itself.

From Norman Horrocks, Vice-Presi
dent, Editorial, Scarecrow Press, Inc.:

I was interested to read Karen Schmidt's
article "The Education of the Acquisitions
Librarian" in the January 1991 LRTS. In it
she mentions the possible link between the
Michigan school-faculty members Mary
Carter, Wallace Bonk, and Rose Mary Mag-
rill rvith onr title Building Library CoIIec-
fions as influencingtle numberof Michigan
graduates involved in acquisitions work.
5he cites quite correctly thi fourth e&tion
(1974) of this title, which was issued under
those three aut-hors. Just to complete the
record of publication, however, the fifth
edition (fS7S) was by lVallace Bonk and
Rose Mary Magrillr the sixth edition (1985)
was by 

'Arth-ur 
Curley and DorothY

Broder-ick, and Curlev and Broderick are
now preparing the seventh edition ofthis
work.
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Book Reviews

Richord D. Johnson, Editor

. . . 3 5 1

Using OCLC: A Hou-to-Do-lt Manual
for Libraries. By Robert T. Warwick

Online Union Catalog (OLUC) andonthe
processing of materials using the OCLC
Cataloeine Subsystem. It defines in detail
the cJnsiructioir of the numeric and
derived search keys, the idios;'ncrasies of
OLUC searching, and the manipulation
and creation ofOLUC records for catalos-
ing. Part of Neal-Schumant Hoq-to-D6-
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It-Manuals seies, Using OCLC tells us
how us how-to-do-it a little too late. It is
fairly well written and, for the uninitiated,
could have been quite useful at a different
point in time. But with release I of the
bct c PRISM Service (which includes
the initial redesign ofOLUC searchingand
total redesign of the Cataloging Su-bsys-
tem) imminent, the value of this title is
fairh limited.

Although well written, the text contains
some inaccuracies. Because some facets of
OCLC are known only to those who have
worked there. a few di{ficulties could be
forgiven. However, the aut"hors didnt do
thJir homework (the Serials Subsystem
hasn't existed for almost two yeari) and
didn't read the manuals (the usase of a
circumflex is not limited to deriveJsearch
kep; it can also be used to precede the
LCCN) in several cases. If the material
were still timely, such inaccuracies
wouldn't keep me from purchasing the
book. Sull. the authors should have been
more careful to provide acrurate informa-
tion when it is published elsewhere quite
clearly. Actually, the lack of an editor or
reviewer from OCLC is sulprising. It
would have made for a more noteworthy,
and trustworthy, publication. The authors
should also have included instructions in
the use of the OCLC Authority File, an
intricate part of cataloging on OCLC for
most libriries. as well is i section on the
use of spine labels. en index also would
have been helpful.

A few titles already accomplish what
this manual does, but not so many that, had
this volume been issued a few years back,
the need for this one would have been in
directcompetition with Gabriele E. Copei
Copingwiih the oCLC Subsgstems (1986)
anil he. Coping with the Cataloging and.
lnterlibrary Loan Subsystems (1987), as
well as Martha Manheimer's m an.ual, OC LC :
An lntroilaotion to Searching and Input
(Neal-Schuman, 1986).

One redeeming aspect of this book is
that the instructions on searching the
OLUC are a little basic but well presented.
Ironically, because ofthis featuie, it could
sUll be uieful for leaminq to search OLUC
for interlibrary loan and"union listing pur-

poses (parts of later releases of PRISM),
Lxactlywhat the introduction notes it is not
intended for. However, OCLC libraries
should be switched to the PRISM Service

Preseroation Organization and' Staff-
ins. Bv Jutta Reed-Scott. SPEC Kit
tO-0. Washlngton, D.C.: Office of
Management Services, Association of
Research Libraries, 1990. 135p. pa-
per, $30 (ISSN 0160-3582).

SPEC Kit 160, the most recent kit to deal

update is iustified becomes clear from the
fact that 

-twenty-seven 
Iibraries could be

identified as having or planning Preserva-
tion departments in 1985, while four years
Iater the f988/89 ARL preservation statis-
tics report seventy-thiee libraries with

preservation committee. The optimum
itructure needed to be discovered, and Kit

efforts such as the ARUOMS Presewation
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Planning Program. Over half of Kit 160 is
devotedto sJven meaty documents con-
cerned with the establishment and contin-
ued development of preservation
programs for tire near and Iong term. They
provide useful reading not only for manag-
ers new to presewation planning, but also
for experienced

nlng, but also
offtcers facedtor experienced preseruation ollicers

with the need for live- and ten-vearwith the need for live- and ten-year plans
and interested in comparing and evaluat-

to 1989. Anyone interested in organizing,
or reorganizing, a preservation program
u'ill find usefui-infoimation to suit al"most
3ny style of academicor research library.-
Janet Gertz, Columbia Uniaersity, New
York.

Rsrrnrxcr

I. The full compilation is available in AR-L
Preseroati,on Statistics 1987-88, Iutta
Reed-Scott and Celeste Feather, comp.
(Washington,D.C.: Association ;f
Research Libraries, 1989).

Eilition of One: The Autobiography of
Eugene B. Poaer, Found.er of Uni-
oersity Microfilms. Ann Arbor,
Mich.: University Microfilms Interna-
tional, 1990. a38p. $24.95 (ISBN 0-
8357-0898-5), paper, 99.95 (ISBN
0-8357-0899-3). LC 90-10808.

University Microftlms is a corporate name
familiar tb many librarians, fr6m their ser-
vices and products associated with disser-
tations, serials on microfflms. and out-of-
print books to their newest entry in
presen'ation microfilming service work.
The book explains that the story of UMI is
not a corporate history but the growth of
ideas and the enthusiasm of UMi founder
Eugene B. Power. In addition, the book

man lgith the ideas.

day and age of stored data and products
"on dem-?," it was not so long agio that an
economically feasible press run for any
material had to be somewhere from 100 to
300 copies. Power knew that providing
smaller press runs was necessary for the
proper exchange ofideas and intellectual
debate vital to the scholarly community.
Photographing a page oftext and produc-
ing a positive film for a user, a projected
image in an early device to aid bed-ridden
or otherwise physically challenged read-
ers, or even i single paper cofy-these
became his vision of the perfect mecha-
nism forthe distribution ofhaterials. Hav-
ing overcorne both technicaland economic
resistance, Power's idea of limited editions
has now become a commonplace method
of increased access (to materials not held
by a library), as well as presen'ation (now
universal in library practice).

Edition of Ohi not only deals with
resources and materials available to the
academic and library community but also
describes an individual's lifelon! interac-
tion in the unity of scholars at all levels.
Power has rvorked on the proiect to donate
the famous Battle Abbey Eitate in Has-
tings, England, to the British Crown, sup-
poied t['e theater arts. local hotel aid
ionference business and marketing, and
been involved with nati.r'e Eskimo uit. Ue
was honored with the Insignia of the High
Honor by Her lvlajesty Qu6en ElizabethJl
and held a long term as Regent of the
University of Michigan.

It is not impossible, but doubtful, that
the library world will see a {igure like Don-
ald Trump or Michael Milken in their
legions anytime soon, but the career of
Eugene Power provides interesting read-

humal nature) sometimes- stopping
ects, but never stopping the ryiritb
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ing about the world ofbusiness and infor-
mition, a combination of entelprise and
honor, and makes it clear that he is cer-
tainly an Edition of One himself.-Ann
Su:ahzell, (Jnioersity of Califumia, Ber-
keley.

Selection of Library Materials for
Area Studies: Part I. Asia, Iberia,
the Caribbean anil Latin Am,erica,
Eastern Europe and the Sooiet
(Jnion, anil the South Pacific. Ed.
by Cecily Johns. Chicago: American
Library Assn., 1990. 446p. $55 (ISBN
0-8389-5328-5). LC 89-18502.

Librarians throughout the United States
u'ill need to bec6me cosmopolites as the
worldbecomes one globalvillage. Thus the
appearance of partl of a comprehensive
handbook on collection development enti-
tled Selection of Library Materials for
Area Studtes is most welcome at a time
when academicians and govemment of{i-
cials are attempting to rehndle (or ignite)
a sDirit of internationalism.

This uolume is the third in a multivol-
ume series issued under the aegis of the
Collection Management and 

-Develop-

ment Committee"of the Association f6r
Library Collections & Technical Services
(ALCfS), a dMsion of the American
Library Association. The ftrst volume,
published in 1985, describes selection in
the humanities, social sciences, and sci-

Caribbean, the South Paciffc, and Eastem
Europe and the Soviet Union. Part 2 of the
third volume will cover Africa, the Middle
East, Western Europe, Australia, and New
Zealand.

is elusive and multifarious, Johns has
assembled a group of distinguished area-
studies specialists who share theirpractical
experien-ce by walhng the reader through

innovative strategies that result in the
desired acquisitio-ns with minimal pitfalls.

The preserit volume is addressedto the
novic-e area-studies libranan who has to
identify and select materials to support the
curricular and research needs of an aca-
demic institution or to satisfy the needs of
immigrants who patronize the local public

resional commonalities are identiffed and
thE area's blbliographic control apparatus
is assessed.

lesearch communities, and government

offices. A list of the namet an? addresses
of indigenous book dealers is appended to
eacn essay.

Most authors discuss the attributes and
lirnitations of the bibliographic aids and
resources they cite. All ofthem give a can-
djd assessment of the mind-set, business
swle, and reliability of the book dealers

"nd 
libr*i"ttt in ihe area. A recurring

motif is the recognition that there is a wide
gap between idintification and procure-
irent of materials because of the local
publishers' short press runs with their lorv

oroduction levels; a fledgling, or nonexis-
ient, antiquarian book m"arkdt; an ineffec-
tive distribution system; and cumbersome
goverrlment restrictions on exports. Most
6ssavists include addresses of noncommer-
cial lources that might circumvent some of
the obstacles the selector gpicallyencoun-
ters. For example, associations, university



institutes, and research centers that issue
newsletters or libraries that prepare bibli-
ographies and accessions lists can enter
into exchange agreements t-hat are mufu-
allv benelicilal. Tle conkibutors stress that
in many parts of the world, the most reli-
able contacts are made in person. Thus
selectors, who either travel ibroad them-
selves or make crcntacts through faculty
who travel, have found exchange programs
the most effective vehicle for dissemina-
tion of research in Latin America and the
Caribbean. Exchanges also form an
important part of thJlberian and Eastern
European scholarly networks.

There is considerable variation in the
length and scope of tle various essays.
Some authors cite publications selectively
and refer the readei to definitive books on
the area's scholarship. Other contributors
assume the role of a mentor who engages
the reader on a trek throueh e-xtint
sources. Some discussions are erdemelvba-
sic, but most essayists effectively conve{, the
adventure, challehge, and occasional heart-
ache of collection development through
intercontinental acquisitions. Only two
minor shortcomings were detected. First, in
part 3, there are contradictory statements
about the top three book-producing coun-
tries. Second, although this volume was
copydghted h 1990, the essay on Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union was \4'ritten
before the poliucal and e@nomic changes
took place; consequently, there is no real
assessment of the impact of glasnost and
perestroika.

The editors and authors are to be com-

Arthuree McLauglilin Wright, Howard
U nioersity, Washing! on, D. C.

Unilcrstaniling the Business of
Librarg Acquisitions. Ed. by Karen
A. Schmidt. Chicago: American
Library Assn., 1990. 322p. papea $45
(rsBN 0-8389-0536-5). LC 90-3377 2.

Monographic landmarks in acquisitions
could be counted on one hand until the
early 1970s, all ofthem published by the
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American Library Association. Cannon's
Ord.er and Accession Departrnent, Man-
ual of Library Economy l7 (1930) was a
revision of Hopper's *bible" (1915). This,
together with Drury's Order Work for
Li.braries (1930), was it until R. R. Bow-
ker came along with Melcher on Acquisi-
tions (1971), followed by Ford's The
Acquisition of Library Materials (1973).
The 1980s saw a blurring of the lines
between collection development or man-
agement and acquisitions, particularly
with the publication of Curley's Buildine
Library 

'Colleaions 
(1985), ih" recond

edidon of Magrill and Corbin's Acqui.si-
tions Management and Collection Deoel-
oryent (1989), Wortman's Collectinn
Management (1989), and Katz's The Acqui-
sitioru Budget ( 1989). All of the latter books
deal extensively with the subject at hand.

This crcllection of eighteen articles en-
compasses the publishing industry, ven-
dors, markets, nonprint publications, and
accounting and business practices. The
editor remarks that "much of the work in
acquisitions is liaison in nature. Acquisi-
tions is the bridge between the pro{it-mak-
ing and not-for-profit worlds of publishing
and librarianship" (p.xi). This intermediary
view ofthe acquisitions process provides a
common thenie linhng each oT the ftve
parts of Understanding the Business of
Library Acquifltions.

Although the library world appears to
enjoy a commonality of professional con-
cerns and practices, it is as diverse as the
world of publishing. The thrust here is
primarily academic, with fourteen of the
nineteen contributors (includingthe editor)
from academiq four represent the pub-
lisher perspective; and one Ionely voice
represents the public library sector (the
lafter writing on acquiring special formats).
Despite this imbalance, the bookwillbe an
invaluable source for library school stu-
dents and anyone concemedwiththe busi-
ness aspects of acquiring materials.

One can only wish, however, that the
editorial approu"h hud b""n more general,
with less emphasis on such specialized
:ueas as European book pricing, scholarly
journal publishing, and the acquisition of
books from Australia, New Zealand, and
Oceania. These particular essays could
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have found their intended audiences in
Library Acquisitions: Practice b Theory or
Th e Ac quis iti otts Lib rari an.

Part 5, "Methods of Accounting and
Business Practices," is a valuable discus-
sion of a topic that is barely touched on in
Iibrary sch6ols. However,'the subject has
been treated in depth in Katz'sThe Acqui-
sitions Bu.dget (Haworth Press, 1989),
which also appeared in The Acquisitions
Librarian (no.2, 1989). Appreciating the
problems with publication time lags, it is
still disappointing that Katz is not cited
here.

The major gap in what could have been
a state-of-the-art landmark is the absence
of any discussion of automation and its
impact on the business aspects ofacquisi-
tions. Marion Reidi excellent article on
vendor evaluation would have benelitted
enormously from a discussion of the ana-
lytical tools we now have available with
automated acquisitions modules. She com-
ments that "vendor evaluation is a time-
consuming process that is lauded by some
(primarily those who have done it) and
viewed by others as too inconclusive,
ephemeral, or expensive to be worth the
time invested" (p.123). Any reasonably
good automated acquisitions module will
present you, with your morning coffee, an
up-to-the-minute vendor performance
report that includes all of the analpical
factors cited here. Recommended for pro-
fessional collections.-Terence Wafton,
Lee Cannty Library Systern, Fort Myers,
Florida.

Arnerican Archioal Analy*is: The
Recent Deoelopment of the Archi-
oal Profes$on in the United States.
By Richard J. Cox. Metuchen, N.J.:
Scarecrow, 1990. 347p. $37.50 (ISBN
0-8108-2338-1). LC 90-362 13.

Until now the archival profession has
iacked a good historical orrb*ie* of itself
and its mission. The 1983 publication of
Richard Berner's Archni Theoru and
Practice in the United States: A Hisiorical
Analusis and the 1987 Ausiralian publica-
uon "of Keeping Archioes, edited'by enn
Pederson, together come closest to provid-
ing a comprehensive statement about the
crrrent status of the archival profession.

Cox states that his collection of fffteen
essays is not intended as a definiuve work
but should instead be considered his per-
sonal view of tte profession during the
second half of the 1980s. Already he is
preparing a secrcnd volume that will exam-
ine archival institutions and education.

Like Berner, Cox has organized the

cussion about the needed development of
archival theory the development of the
supplementary areas of research and edu-
cation, and the establishment of multidis-

collection under their care. Cox's proposed
agenda for leading the profession into the
1990s should be considered a call to action
for all archMsts. In the final chapter one
can do no better than to consult Cox's
substantial bibllographical essay about re-

for Archival and Manuscripts Control
(AMC) promises a revolution in practice
andtheory. Two requirements of an online
national system are standardization of
form and slandardization ofcontent for the
purpose of providing access. Use of an
archival format meets the first require-
ment. As for the second. T. R. Schel-
Ienberg's precepts of informaUonal and

archivists now have the opportunityto pro-
vide standardized subject access to unique
archival materials.



Cox's clearly wdtten essays provide an
excellent orrervie* of a maturitie archival
profession, distinct on the one h"and from
the historical profession and yet closely
bound in raluei and practices to its parerit
profession. His discussion of the wirk of
public historians and archivists under-
scores the subtle distinction between the

bound to influence a new generation of
archival students.-Dianile Stalker.
Columbia tJni.oersity, Neu york.

Abriilgeil Dewey Decimal Claosiftca-
tion and Relatioe Inil,ex. l2th ed.
Devised by Melvil Dewey. Ed. by fohn
P. Comaromi, Julianne 6eail, wi"nton
E. Matthews, Jr., Gregory R. New.
Albany, N.y.: Fbrest pi t'SSo. sSZp.
$75 (rSBN 0-9106-0842-3). LC 90_
31428.

Publication of the Abridged 12 has lone
been awaited. The eleve-nth edition wai
published in 1979, and manychanges have
occurred since that ttme. ,4bridged 12 is a
true abridgment of Deuey De;{rnol Clos-
sification (DDC), twentieth edition. Sub-
stantial revisions have been made.

The manual for this edition is included

ple, the charts at 780 (Music), 913-919
( Geography and travel), and g30-990 (His-
tory) are quite useful and should be ex-
tremely helpful for those needing
assistance in building numbers in these
areas ofthe classificition schedules. Sev-
eral changes have also occurred in the
tables. In lable 1, the standard subdivision
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Persons.

Southem Africa (-68) have been restruc-
tured to provide separate country numbers
for Namibia (-6881), Botswana (-OggS),
Lesotho (-6885), and Swaziland (-68S7).
Although this restructuring makes the
numbers longe4 the distinctions are nec-
essary. The area number for Melanesia has
also been removed from New Zealand and
placed in -95 with New Guinea.

The schedules themselves have some
major changes. The expansion and inclu-
sion of the 004t-006 (Data-processing and
Computer science) are weliome and-have
long awaited incolporation into this edi-
tion, as have the changes in 301-307 (Soci-
ology). The 780 (Music) schedule is the

for new concepts have been added. For
example, the terms 'AIDS" and "ATV
(Vehicles)" have been included. Place-

enth edition and the twelfth edition will
serve as an example.

17th edition
Homosexuality sea Sexual deviations

12th edition
Homosexuality

medicine
social problems

Homosexua]s
female
male
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The index in the twelfth edition also has
the appropriate numbers, and see refer-
ences have been eliminated. Listed in the
index is Lesbians with a number as well as
Homosexuals, female, with the same num-
ber. The eleventh edition has an index
entrv under MortaliW that reads "Mortal-
itysea Deaths." The frvelfth e&uon has an
entry under Mortality, demography, with
the number 304.6 as well as an index entry
under Death, demography, with the same
number, saving the user a two-step lookup

Classi{ication Division at the Library of
Congress, to the Decimal Classi{ication
Editorial Poliry Committee, to the Subject
Analysis Committee's Subcommittee on
De#ev Abrideed 12, andto all who worked
on this volufre. This edition will be ex-
tremely useful for small public and school
libraries with collections of up to approxi-
mately twenty thousandvolumes, and it rep-
resents an enornous amount ofwork and
effort. This reviewer is quite impressed
with the results.-Wilharn A. Garrison,
Unioerstty of Colorad.o at Bou.lder.

In Celebration of Reoised 78O: Music
in the Dewey Decimal Classiftca-
tion, Eilition 2O. Comp. by Richard
B. Wursten. MI-A Technical Report,
no. 19. Canton, Mass.: Music Library
Assn., 1990. 97p. paper, $20 (ISBN
0 -9L49 -5442-3; ISSN 0094-5099). LC
90-40495.

In Celebration of ReaisedTS0 derives from
papers given at the 1989 Music Library
Asiociation (MLA) meeting, supple-
mented bv one bv Pat Thomas from the
1989 Amirrican Library Association An-
nual Conference.

The introduction byWursten and Rus-
sell Sweeney's "Grand Messe des 780's"
provide the historical andtheoretical over-
view. Wursten. enthusiastic. is not blind to
some of the new 780s limitations. Overall
it "remains nonetheless a truly impressive
achievement, and one that merits the

attention of music Iibrarians everywhere"
(p.19). Sweeney discusses the events that
l6d to rethinking music in Dewey, from
using Coatesl as"a model to the ffnal syn-
thesis.

inglon, D.C.

RnrsnnNcus aND Norns

I. British Catalogue of Mu'sric, comp. by E. J.
Coates (London: British National Bibliog-
raphy, 1960).

Z. Perhaps, to paraphrase W. S. Gilbert
(Patieh,ce, Act-Il),-"the immortal fire will

descend on them, and they w{ll be of the
Inner Brotherhood."

LC Aomanization Tables and Cata-
loging Policies. Comp. by Sally C.
Tseng, assisted by David C. Tseng and
Linda C. Tseng. Metuchen, N.j.:
Scarecrow, 1990. 270 p. $32.50 (ISBN
0-8108-2353-5). LC 90 -427 92.

Catalogers have long needed to have the



romanization tables and related materials

lPpearing since_ 1945 in the Library of
Congress's Cataloging Sensice and Cata-
loging Sensice Bullettn under one cuver.

of romanization tables and related

winter 1990). The materials have been

contents lists each of the languages for
which tables exist, although [erJ again
inconsistencies are evident. For example,
Bihari, forwhich the Hindi table is used, is
not listed. Because the original materials
appeared at &fferent times, some informa-
tion is contradictory. A Kurdish table has
been developed, foi example, even though
a statement to the contrary is found under
Syriac. A comprehensive index overcomes
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typographical shortcomings of the original
tables and, giventheirvolitile history, issue
them in a looseleaf format to fabilitate
ongoing revision and addiilons.

Despite its inhospitable format,
unfortunate timing, and minor shortcom-
ings, catalogers and catalog users will be
griteful tor'LC Romanization Tables and
eataloging Policies. One can only wonder
why it tool so lonq for someone io fill this
long-standing anJobvious need.-Daniel
V. Pitti, Unioersity of California, Be*eley.

Expert Systems in Libraries. Ed. by
Rao Aluri and Donald E. Riggs. Nor-
wood, N.f.: Ablex Pub. Corfi, rSSO.
3a2p. $52.50, inst.; 935, pers. (ISBN
0-8939r-589-0). LC 90-263.

This book is ahead of its time. This is so
because the thing discussed in the seven-
teen essays and bibliography, which make
up this birok, does 

"oi.iir[. 
There really

are no expert s)'stems in libraries. Yet.
In the book's first chapter, Richard Ved-

der explains: "Expert Systems are pro-
grams which inform, make recommenda-

arranged so that the reader moves, on one
plane, from the general to the specilic and,
on another plan6, from the praitical to the
theoretical. In the chapter following
Vedder's overview Kenneth Harmoi
describes the crcmponents of expert sys-
tems and the software tools .tred to bfid
them. In the next chapter, Samuel Waters
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The next five chaPters attempt to
deffne what librarians d6 when they index
documents, search databases, and catalog

round out the book.
While this book deals with a fascinating

Burton, Gonzaga UniaersitE, SPokane,
Washington.

European library Nehporkt. Ed. bY
K;l wilhelm Neubauer and Esther
R. Dyer. Norwood, N.J.: Ablex Pub.
Corp., 1990. a35p. $75, inst.; $42.50,
pers. (ISBN 0-89391-157-7). LC 89-
37179.

The editors, Neubauer and Dyer, have

speciffc networks from the multinational
to the local

Most articles on specilic networks have
a limited scope. They describe the history
organizational structure, computer equip-
mdnt, supported library functions, prod-
ucts. and costs. This concentration on
factual data, often from a systems perspec-
tive, leaves out the interesting bits about
network philosophy and member rela-
tions. Hardware, to'ft*ate, costs, and out-
puts have undoubtedly changed since the
iast updating at the end of 1989. As the
editori stateln their preface, "much ofthe
information . . . will soon be of more his-
torical value." A few articles on individual
networks take a somewhat wider PersPec-
tive, notably "Library Information System
(Libris)," Ui, fiett Nilsson, tvtayre t ehtila-
Olson. and'Miri Bud: "Sibil and Rebus,"
bv H. Villar& and "SCOLCAP, The Rise

"ira 
flt of the Scottish Library Net'work,"

by Bernard Gallivan.- 
The three summary articles on Europe,

France, andthe United Kingdom are more

Gennan situation would have helped unify
the five articles on individual German net-
works.

The last part ofthe book is an extensive
one-hundre-d-page-plus bibliography on
networks, not only in Europe but around
the world. rhe bi6liography-has tlree sec-
tions, "General," "Countries Er Conti-
nents," and "Networks & Systems," with



further subdivisions to reftne the topic.
Cross-references in "Countries & ConU-
nents" refer to appropriate individual net-
works. With its e;rtensive coverage, this
bibliography could be the best reion for
buying the book.

Apart from the bibliography, I have
trouble seeing a large Americin'audience
for this collec[on. \iost articles on individ-
ual networks will become quicklydated. In
my opinion, the three overview articles
withtheir broader perspective do notjus-
tify the book's purchase. More evaluaiion
and less description would have made for
a more interesting and useful book.-Rob-
ert P. HoIIey, Wagne State Uniuersit7,
Detroi,t, Michiean. 

-

87287-604-7); paper, $28.50 U.S., $34
outside North- America (ISBN 0-
87287 -736-9). LC 90-6397.

The ftrstthree editions oflrnrnroth's Guide
to the Library of Congress Classification
have become ilaisics aid standard far.e for
practitioners and educators alike. The
standard of excellence started by lohn
PhiIIip Immroth in the first and ieiond
edition was carried into the third edition
by I-ois Mai Chan and, as expected, con-
tinues into the current fourth edition.
Howerer, much has happened to the Li-
brgry of Congress Classification (LCC)
schedulLs sincJ tggO. r"hen the last edition
ofthe guide appeared. This newlyupdated
edition is badly needed 

"nd 
6agerly

awaited. The resultant volume is not idii-
appointment.

practitioner and student of the LCC.
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found for almost all of the examples, using
1985 and later records from the LC Irlend
database. These chapters follow the now-
familiarpattem of bieakdowns of number
examples, easily understood explanations
of each classiftcation schedulS and its
usage, and brief synopses of the history of
the- schedule u[aat"r. No other iool
recently or form-erly published offers as
much informaUon in as understandable a
format as does Imtnrothb Guide to the
Library of C on gress Classi,fication.

Chapter 4, on classification tables, has
been updated, completely revised for cur-
rency, and reorganized for ease ofuse. The
tables are now arranged according to the
amount of usage giv6n each tabld in the

In addition, the fact that the tables are the
ones appearinq in the current schedules
does re-duce th"e amount of confusion and
frustration in trying to use the earlier edi-
tions to interpret new tables.

Supplementary materials in the form of
extensive bibliographies and appendixes
finish offand flesh out this excellent vol-
ume. The bibliographies atthe endof each
chapter and at the end ofwork have been
updated and include many excellent and
very recent writings in the area of LCC.
The appendixes provide a quick reference
to the most commonly used tables and to
tables for specilic applicafions. The vol-
ume is further enhanced by an extensive
index.

In ionclusion, the reviewer cannot say
enough good about the current efforts of
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The lnil,e* and Ahstract Directorg: An
lnternational Guide to Seroices
ond Serials Cooeroge.2d ed. Bir-
mingham, Ala.: EBSCO Publishing
1990. 2784p. $179 u.s., canada, and
Mexico: $Zdg airmail to other countries
(ISBN 0-9139-5650-3; ISSN 1041-
r32r).

The Index and Abstract DirectorE, ongS-
nally published in 1989, was a monumental
*oik, Ii.ting more than thirty thousand
serials and"more than seven hundred

and a series of indexes. The ffrst section
lists utles of more than thirty-five thousand

A&I services covering the title.
The second section, now 927 Pages in

length, is perhaps the most useful andwhat
ren-ders t:he directory unique. It is an
alphabetical list of the A&I services, some
sixtv of which are new to this edition. More
thair ninety online and CD-ROM services
are included as well. The section gives
bibliographic data for each service, to-
getheiu,ith a complete list of the various
serials that it covers.

intemal database, and from the CONSER

database. (CONSER began an A&I proj-
ect in 1983. Records foi serials resulting
from the project are being continuously
maintaineil and contain information as to
where a serial is indexed or abstracted')

As with any still-new publication, sev-
eral d.ifficultiei exist. It is to be hoped that
these can be corrected with time. The first
of these is the occasional use of the uni-

Tutkimuslaitos (Finland))" is found as the

causes problems in romanized languages,
because they may be romanized according
to different standards. For instance, one

dance with the Ubrary of Congress stan-
dard. (No diacritics' are usdd in the
directory.) A more dramatic example in-
volves the romanization of Chinese, where



less and less accessible to users knowing
only the Library of Congress standardl
(These comments are equally applicable to
EBSCO'S Serials Drectory.)

To ffnd out where a serial is indexed or
abstracted, reference librarians can also
consult Ulrich's Intemational Periodicals
Directory, or, if they have access to the
CONSER database via a bibliographic util-
ity such as OCLC, they can check the
MARC record itself. The chief vahte of The
lndex and. Abstraa Drectory is perhaps
found in its second section. the lisf of A&I
services and the titles that each covers.
Though incomplete-lachng, for
instance, Informntionsdienst Bibliotheks-
tr,esan, issued by the Deutsche Btich-
erei-this might well be the best source
for this type of information, other than
the A&I services themselves, and is of
value not only to reference librarians but
also to those involved in collection devel-
opment who are considering the acquisi-
tion of a given A&I service.-,f im CoIe,
loua State Uniaersity, Amzs.

Non-Book Materialc in Libraries: A
Practical ManuaL 3d ed. By Richard
Fothergill and Ian Butchart. London:
Clive Blngley (distr. in U.S. by Amer-
ican Library Assn.), 1990. 319p.
$46.50 (rSBN 0-85r57-436-X). LC
9r-r05539.

Fother$ll and Butchart have produced a
definitive work on nonbook materials. The
text is divided into six parts: "Background,"
"The User," 'Materials," 'The User and
the Materials," "Management," and a bib-
liography and an indei. Beginning with a
historical overview ofthe evoluUon ofnon-
book materials, the text discusses the
whole range of nonbook materials (visual
materials, sound recordings, computer
Iiles, etc.) and covers topics ranging from
acquisitions, cataloging and classiffcation,
collection management, and care and
maintenance of nonbook materials. Unlike
other texts on this topic, this considers
factors such as the reaion librarians have
been reluctant to integrate nonbook mate-
rials into collections, nonbook materials as
self-financing resources, and the reason
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:!3:*:;rr:^ 
lack awareness of nonbook

The authors have attempted to cover
the topicverythoroughly. Each part begins
with an introduction, followed by a histor-
ical overview, a discussion ofthe existing
situation, and solutions. The text is often
more detailed than is necessary. For exam-
ple, in the section "Equipment: Principles of
Operation" in part 3, the paragaph on mag-
netic materials begins: "Messages are
recorded by the magnetic realignment of
particles on one surface. This action is
brought about bychanges in the magnetic
flux on the head which rubs against the
surface, the variations in the flux being
caused by electronic translations j:
(p.ll7). Simple principles of operation
would be more appropriate. Similarly, the
"Manual of Practice" section, also in part
3, is unnecessary. Operation of equipment,
such as record players and microfiche and
microfilm readers, is often simple and
fairly obvious. Additionally, principles of
operation vary gready with type and man-
ufacture of equipment, and it is impossible
for one text to detail operating procedures
for all equipment necessary to access non-
book materials.

In contrast, part 4, "The User and the
Materials," is very practical and offers
timely suggestions for the acquisition, cat-
aloging, and storage and retrieval ofnon-
book materials. Bibliographic organiza-
tions and printed sources that librarians
may consult are also hsted. although the
authors state that this section does not
attempt to give all the details ofnonbook
cataloging, it does provide speciftc and
helpful information. Examples of blank
and completed cataloging and classiffca-
tion pro forma are included. The authors
also recrcmmend texts that are useful for
cataloging nonbook materials.

The third edition has been expanded
and updated to include new technologr
(optical storage s),stems, laser disks, audio
CDs) and developments in nonbook librar.
ianship. The organization of the third edi-
tion is also different from that of the
second edition. References in the third
edition are cited at the end of each part,
rather than at the end ofthe text. However.
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the biggest changes are in the organization
ofthe-text, the updated contents, and the
quality of the print and illustrations. The
print'in the tfurd edition is clearer and
easier to read. and outdated illustrations
have been omitted.

Non-Book Materials in Libraries iswell
written and concise. The text is organized
in a logical fashion, beginning with the
historical background of nonbook materi-
als and continuing to discuss the user,
materials, and management of nonbook

brarians in school and public libraries and
Iearning resource centers, and also for
technical staff in media centers.-Mory
Beth Fecko, Rutgers Unioersity, Piscat-
atoay, Nao Jersey.

Automateil Acquisition*: lssuea for
the Present and. Future. Ed. by Amy
Dykeman and Bill Katz. Binghamton,
N.Y.: Haworth Pr., 1989.285p. $39.95
(rsBN 0-86656-9 13-8). LC 89-31099.
(AIso published as The Acquisitions
Li.brarian, no.I.)

The inaugural issue of The Acquisitions
Librarian, a Haworth journal, has now
been republished as a stand-alone mono-
sraph. As Dykeman indicates in the intro-
Irr"tion, the collected articles, dealing as
they do with the automation of acquisi-
tions, "describe the hands-on experi-ence
of librarians who have implemented vari-
ous t\Des of acquisitions systems in this
chaneine enviroriment" (p.Z). fhis hands-
on pe"rspiectiue is both the strength and the
*uilot"'r. of the collection.

to planning for and selectinq systems,
imp'lementing changes in wor[ flbw and
orqanization, maintaining relationships
wiih software and materiafs vendors; they
look at integrated systems (locally and
externally developed), shared systems,
stand-alone systems, microcomputer sys-

tems, vendor-based systems. Both the
nitty-gritty details and some of the hig-pic-
rure ionsiderations are examined. The
perspectives represented include those
frorn very large and moderately small aca-
demic libraries, as well as a couple of pub-
lic library viewpoints. Although there is
one nota'ble ex&puon (DOBI-S), most of

distributed acquisitions; Heather S.
Miller's refreshingly candid discourse on
short- and medium-term monetary and
workload costs associated with imple-

systems relative to ordering out-of-print
and not-yet-published udes. Reading
between ihe local lines, one can reach
some generic conclusions. Examples



include: Acquisitions is now precipitating
tne same maior reorganizations in u'ork
flow that ocrurred whEn cataloging opera-
tions were automated in ihJ iSZOs

microcomputer-based systems is likewise
an exception to_ the general local-sys-
temcentric attitude.

willing to make the $39.95 commitment

Scientific and. Technical Literature:

lVhile there are two types of communica-
tion-formal and iniormal-this book
examines several levels of communication
but focuses on formal reports within scien-
tiffc and technical literiture. public and
restricted_ report formats explored in this
work includi joumals, 

"oni"r"n"" 
pro-

ceedings, technical reports, patents, rnips,
secondary literature, and online services.
The authors see communication within the
scientific and technical community as serv-
ing seven functions: (l) answers to ques-
tions; (2) a way to stay up-to-date on divel-
opments within a field; (3) information
about a nevv research field; (4) a review of
major trends; (5) ad&tional evidence in a
research area; (6) erlpansion of re-
searchers'interest areas; and (7) a way to
elicit critique of research.
_ In their-introductorychapter, the authors
discuss different typei of crcmmunjcations
and the roles they lllay. Each subsequent
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ary literafure. .
The illustrations are helpful in that, in

addition to illustrating the chapter, they
provide actual informition the rbader can

caster in Toward Paperless Information
Sgstems (New York: Academic, 1978), and
other similar works.

While scientists misht find this helpful
as they learn more aboit publish-or-pehsh
criteri4 the au&ence that will beneffi most
from this book will be librarians specializ-
ing in collection development for and ser-
vice to the scientific and technical commu-
nity. This volume is recommended as a
practical review ofliterature in science and
technolog,'.-,fac nifur C argill, Rice Uni -
oersity, H ouston, Texas.

Linked, Sgatema for Resource Sharing.
By Bernard G. Sloan. Boston: Hall,
1991. 143p. 824.95 (ISBN 0-8161-
1865-5); papea $19.95 (ISBN 0-816r-
I874-4). LC 90-46156.

Despite rvidespread interest in issues
involved with 

- 
automated suoport of

resource-sharing efforts, this bri;f volume
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is likely to have a rather limited au&ence.
However, those currently involved in set-

opments, a discussion of management
issues, guidelines for coordinating collec-
tion development among academic librar-
ies, a short discussion ofstandards, andtwo

("Model Criteria for Coordinating Coop-
erative Collection Development") are
reprirrts of material by other authors.'The 

texti 
"pp"ttdi*"r 

are four Illinois
documents, including an agreement form
and bylaws of the Illinois Library Computer
Systems Organization, its interlibrary bor-
r6*i.tg codel and the Illinois State Library
Automation Committee's Plan for Fun&ng
Automated Resource Sharing in Illinois
Libraries. Although these appendixes may
be partially useful as models, they naturally
inciude mlch material related tir local cii-
cumstances and the content, particularly
of the plan, already contains some signi{i-
cantly out-of-date material. The appen-
dixes. whlch make up fifty pages of the
volume, are not indexed.

As is true of the appendixes, the two
case studies, IRVING and ILLINET, con-
tain material that reflects local conditions

authort formulation of a list of questions

Svstems Offfce, the author covers, in out-
line form, the what, u'hy, how, and when

issues, including considerations of funds,
operations management, and evaluation.
In a later section-, there are some astute
reminders about standards and how they
evolve, allow options, and often apply
incompletely.

Ahhouef the book has some potentially
useful feat"ures, it is likely that 6nly a lim-
ited number of libraries will {ind it
immediately applicable to the extent that
they can;uiu$i* purchase in these days
of tight budgets.-Karen L. Homy, N orth-
,oesiern Unioersity, Eaanston, lllinois'

Hoto to lnterpret Statistical Data: A
GuiiLe for Librarians anil Informa-
tion Scientisfs. By L S. SimPson.
London: Library Assn. (distr. in U.S.
by American Library Assn.), 1990.
7i3p. $1e.s5 (ISBN 0-85365-72s-7).
LC 9I-10410I .

Librarians and library school students
learning about statistics need to know (I)
how to iompute a procedure and (2) which
statistical teit is most appropriate for a par-
ticular situation. Simpson's Basic Statistia
for Librariarx (Ubrary Assn. Publishing-1988) 

covers the former, and the title
under review addresses the latter.

bution. and selected statistical tests (t-test,
Z-test, F test, chi-square test, analysis of
variance, and regression) from Simpson's
1988 textbook. There are, however, new

ference between the two, the discussion is



more factors. Finally, the selection of an
appropriate statistical test depends on a
number offactors not covered in the book.
For example, library researchers must
determine-what the number of indepen-
dent and dependent variables is, whether
they are willing to risk a type I or f,pe II
error, whether the distribution has one or
two tails, which measurement scale is
needed, and whether parametric or non-
parametric tests are more appropriate.

Instead ofthe purchase ofthis compan-
ion guide, this reviewerwould recommend
the purchase ofa good statistics textbook
or a companion guide that compensates for
the shortcomings of the title under review.
Two examples if useful textbooks include
Arthur W Hafner's Descriptioe Statistical
Techniques for Librariirw (American
Library Assn., 1989) and Farell E. Bloch's
Statistics for Non-Statisticians: A Primer

for Professionals (National Foundation for
the Study of Employment Policy 1987).-
Peter Hemon, Simmons College, Boston,
Massachwetts.

Nea Horizona in lnformation
Retrieoal By David Ellis. London:
LibraryAssn. (dist. in U.S. bvAmerican
Library Assn.), 1990. i35p. $38.50
(rsBN-0-85365-77 8-il. LC 9r-105566.

This well-written monograph covers the
various advances that have been made in
information-retrieval research, beginning
with the pioneering studies undertaken in
Cranffeld I and II. The experimentaUon
drew the attention of librlrians and of
information scientists, and a lively round of
experimentation ensued. Ellis has made an
excellent summary of what is past and goes
forward from there.

In the extension of origins of the vari-
ous kinds of pioneering-research, Ellis
points out that progress has been made in
totallv different lvavs. The value of his
approach provides' considerable back-
ground in preparation for the future. In
particular, Ellis reconsiders other majoi
systems in which retrieval was dealt with
via the computer. For example, beginning
with the Smart System in 1971, he follows
a step-by-step piocess right up to 1989,
including hypertext and hypercatalog.

One 6f the many thingsihat have-been
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interesting is the number of &fferent ways
in which exoerimenters have dealt with
information. Thus comouters now have
much more to work withihan was the case
not so long ago.

Prior horizons, building upon statistical
and probabilistic types of retrieval meth-
odolory, have limitations, which the author
explains. Newer methods, such as cogni-
tive user modelling and expert intermedi-
arysystems, have openedwaln of handling
information not readily available a few
years ago. These are described in detail.

Last, but by no means least, is a chapter
in which step-by-step possibilities are
shown from the oriqinal article, "As We
May Think' ( 1945), t[rough the "Potenual
and Problems of Hypertext." Each chapter
has an extensive set of references. mainlv
from the I980s, andthere is an eight-page
bibliography. The author is to be com-
mended for provi&ng so much back-
sround material for the new reader. Would
that every monograph was as helpful as
this.-Phyllis A. Nchmond, C ha grin Falls,
Ohio.

The Thomas Hqnilbook of Qualitg
Control for the Microfilm Indus-
tru. Bv Bill Thomas. Burnsville,
MInn., biil Thomas. 1990. lv. (loose-
leaf), $93. (Order from Micro Interna-
tional, 15000 County Road 5,
Burnsville, MN 55337.)

The Thomas Handbook of Quality Control
for the MicrofiIrn. lndustry is a guide to
fflm-processing control and quality assur-
ance of master negative microftlms. The
looseleaf-bound handbook is intended to
be a user-friendly, nontechnical source of
information. The authort tone is quite joc-
ular, and each chapter is followed by a brief
quiz. Pull-out quality-control forms and
processing charts are provided to be pho-
tocopied for use.

Sbme sound and simply stated extrlana-
tions are given, such as'those for-silver
microfilm composition, processing con-
trol, densitomet'ry archi"al permanJnce of
microfilm, and quality-control equipment.
However, the information provided on
camera-exposure control, acceptable film-
density ranges, required resolution, splic-
ing of retakes. and bibliographic targeting
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is more applicable to a micro{ilm service
bureau ei,gaged in the microfflming of
business and legal documents than to
library preservation microftlming pro-
grams engaged in the microfilming of brit-
tle bool<s and rnanuscript crcllections.

The Thomas Handbook is directed to
the micro{ilm industry ofwhich library and
archive preservation microfflming is a very
small and specialized part. The standards
ofdensity, resolution, physical quality, and
content to which microfflm for library
preservation purposes must adhere are
much more stringent than those to which
the microfflm inldustry in general must
adhere. The intended audience is records
managers and technicians with limited tech-
nical knowledge of microfflm and photo-
graphy who p-erhaps have a more llmited
need for suchlanowledge thanthose engaged
in presewation microfilming. Individuals
resionsible for the qualif control of
librarypreservation microfilm must have a
more complete understanding of the tech-
nical processes and quality requirements
of micro{ilm produced for libraries and
archives than this handbook provides.

Although no one handbook of quality
control is available that provides complete

likely be purchased for the $93 cost of The
Thohws itandbook of Quality Controlfor
the Microfihn Indll"stry. While The Thamas
Handbook might be useful in t}re micro-
film service bureau environment, it has
little value for preservation microftlming
programs.-Eileen F. Usooicz, MAPS The
Micrographic Presen: ation Sensice, B eth-
lehem, Pennsylaania.

Adn:ances in Library Resource Shar-
ing. Y.l. Ed. by Jennifer Cargill and
Diane j. Graves. Westport, Conn.:
Meckler, 1990. 238p. $55 (ISBN 0-
88736-490-X; ISSN I052-262X).

This is the ffrst volume in what is planned
as an annual publication on the issues of
library resource sharing. Perhaps because

it is an initial volume, it is to some extent
an introduction to the issues; the sixteen
articles are divided into five sections.

attention to the current critical role of

national systems.
The second section includes several

articles on traditiond aspects of resource
sharing. Thomas L. Kilpatrick discusses
the hislorical issues of int6rlibraryloan and
then proceeds to view the problems in an
uge 6f OPACs and othei technological
innovations. James R. Mouw's article on
the Center for Research Libraries
describes the current challenges for an

librarians' inappropriate behavior, that is,
their Iack of wlllingness to truly provide
access.

The third section of articles discusses
current practices in resource sharing,
including CD-ROM union catalogs in vari-
ous consortia in Texas (Pamela e,. Zagr)
and ILIJNETT telefacsimile network (Car-

olyn Grangaard Smith). Trvo excellent arti-
cles detail successful conspectus projects:
Suzanne Fedunok describes New York's
METRO project, and Carolyn Kacena
and otheri recount Southem Methodist
UniversiW's experience with the OCLC/
AMIGOS -supported collection-analysis
system.' 

Only some of the projects described in
the previous section are on the cutting
edge oflibrary resource sharing; the fourth
.eclon looks to the future. Marsha Ra's
and Marih'n K. Moodv's articles discuss
librarians' involvement'with technologies,
including group access for smaller librar-
ies, linked systems projects, and the use of



CD-ROMs, as well as more theoretical

excellent annotated bibliography by Glori-
ana St. Clair, Karyle S. Butcher, and Shirley
R. Scott.

This first volume of Adoances in
Library Resource Sharingfocuses on large
academic and research-libraries in tf,e

academic, public, school, and special
libraries andaddress issues of internajtional
resource sharing.

The volume-has no index; cataloging-
in-publication data and LCCN aro not
included. As with most compilations, the
writing is uneven; some of the articles are
rather weak. Still this series should be con-
sidered for most libraries' standing order
btdgets.-Mary Margaret Eenson,
Linfield College, McMinnai[Ie, Oregon.

The Creat Dioi.d.e: Challenges in
Remote Storage. Proceeilings of a
Preconference on Rernote Storage
Facilities, June 26, 7987, Ri;h-
monil FieIiI Station, California.
Ed. by |ames R. Kennedy and Gloria
Stockton. Chicago: American Library
Assn., 1991. 72p. paper, $15 (ISBN
0-8389-0545-5). LC 90-805.

Beginning rvith the options for dealing
wittr an overcrowded collection-weed-
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ing, micro{ilming, reduced seating, com-
pait sheL.ittg, oritorage-the speikers go
on to describe how to implement the deci-
sion to employ storage. They cover (1) the
poliUcal process (who is to be involved in
deciding); (2) howto decide (date, subject,
or clear evidence of little use by lack of
circulation); and (3) the mechanics of the
operation {record changing and imple-
mentation).

Speaken previously involved in remote-
storage installations tell of their experiences
in site selection, construction costs, envi-
ronmental controls, funding, moving
materials, governance, services, and levels
of access. The constituencies that have
roles in storage decisions include patrons,
collection developrnent librarians, public
service librarians, and those in technical
serwices. Resistance to storage will be les-
sened if all of these groups are deeply
involved, if clear procedures are followed,
and if access is reasonably good, with a
good prompt recovery and delivery sys-
tem. Claire Q. Bellanti reports the main
goal ofdelivery is to put a stored item into
the hands of users when they need it (i.e.,
"The right book for the righi reader at the
right Ume"). Wendy Pradt Lougee raises a
little-considered but very relevant issue for
remotely stored boxed materials: be alert
for brown recluse spiders. |udith Paquette
includes a substantial bibliography.

Surprisingly, no mention is made of the
Center for Research Libraries-perhaps
because of the conference's western set-
ting. There might have been more consid-
eration of ownership decisions in
cooperative storage, especially if sets are
consolidated and duplicates are to be sold
or discarded. Most of the issues relevant to
remote storage, however, are covered. Any
library with ineed to reduce the number
of its materials-by weeding (sometimes a
less desirable alternative to storage but one
involving many of the same decisions and
the same people to be consulted), creating
a local storage arrangement, or entering
into cooperative storage-needs this book.

Those faced not with storage but a relo-
cation or moving situation will ftnd much
help h Donald G. Kelseyt chapter"Move-
ment of Materials." He covers iust about
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all options except mass borrowing to be
refurned to the new location or a line of
students passing books to one another
from old to new site. He also missed one
option used at the University of Missouri,

that of removing loadedhook-on shelves to
truck to the new site.

If your library is considering remote
storaqe, you need this book.-Ambrose
E ast irty,' D ow ellt ou n, Tmn es s e e.
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It's now even bigger, faster, and
connect ing you to our 10 mi l l ion

plus any in-print, out-of-print, and

more accurate -
book inventory
forthcoming tit le.

till all your book ordering needs
in one place in record time
thanks to B&T Linktu - an extra-
ordinary system of search and
order software modules from
Baker & Taylor Books. With
more refinements and
conveniences than you ever
dreamed possib le,  B&T Link
literally puts any book at your
fingertips

Module 1:
Ordering

Get il smarter, faster, easier.
No matter how simple or
intricate your ordering method,
ordering through B&T Link gives
you lots of new advantages Our
special order feature lets you
customize every line item with
customer requests, multip{e
distribution notes, as well as
print notification postcards

Now, in addition to sending
orders upon completion, you

can also transmit

orders automat-

ica l l y  in to  our

mainframe at

a conventenl
predetermined

t ime Use

our  new

orderinB interfaces to

output data in a variety of stand-

ard formats to other software
products Or check in shipments

with our new on-screen

recervt n8.
And of course, B&T Link sti l l

provides the most comprehensive

confirmation report you can get

And it 's yours free

Module 2:
Database,

The Title Source

Find any book, in every
detail. B&T Link's new
Module 2 bib l iographic
software on CD-Rom
puts you in complete
command of over

1  2  mi l l ion  book ,

video, audio, calendar,

in-print, out-of-print
and forthcoming titles
You' l l  enjoy extra-
ordrnary accuracy
through our system of
" l inked" ISBN's that
automatically takes you

to the most recent ISBN \
Nine easy ways to search

our comprehensive data-

base a l low you to  qu ick ly

c rea te  a  t i t le  l i s t ing ,  inc lud-

ing hard-to-find tit les We've

even made searching up to

2OYo faster

Database, The Title Source re-

ports on everything from multi-

ple bindings to the latest price

and publication status, and is

updated every month to include

more than 80,000 changes

Module 3:
Inventory

Take stock at a glance. Using

B&T Link Inventory software is

l i ke  s tand ing  in  our  warehouse

Ygu ' l l  know immedia te ly  what 's

in stock and what's on order in

your regional service center

You ' l l  ge t  week ly  up-

dates on diskettes

of an inventory with

over i 20,000 tit les

And tha t ' s  no t  a l l
'"r& soonto be added to
- 1" the B&T Link system

are  Invo ic ing ,  Order ing

History, Fund Account-

ing, and Open-to-8uy

modu les  When i t

comes to getting a book,

B&T L ink  is  the  sys tem

that does it with conven-

ience and the any book

advantaBe

For  more  in fo rmat ion ,  ca l l

800-233-3657

BAKER ATAYLOR Books
o @ACE Dislribulion comoonv
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